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Abstract

On behalf of Avia Satcom Co., Ltd. we have conducted research in the field
of Computer Vision. Avia Satcom Co., Ltd. is in the stage of developing
an Unmanned Aerial Vehicle and is interested in developing an algorithm for
video tracking of arbitrary ground objects. The key requirements imposed on
the tracker are: (1) being able to track arbitrary targets, (2) track accurately
through challenging conditions and (3) performing the tracking in real-time.
With these requirements in mind, we have researched what has been done in
the field and proposed an algorithm for video tracking. Video tracking in general
is the process of estimating, over time, the location of one or multiple objects in
a video captured by an analogue camera. Video Tracking is often divided into
Target Representation, Target Detection and Target Tracking. First you create
a model of the target. Then you implement techniques for detecting the object
using the target model. Lastly, you use different techniques to predict the new
target location given the current location.

After comparing some trackers we chose to implement the Particle Filter.
The Particle Filter is a robust tracker which can handle partial occlusion and
non-Gaussian distributions. To represent the target we used Haar-like rectangu-
lar features and Edge Orientation Histograms features. The features have been
shown to be robust and simple to calculate. Moreover, in a combination they
have shown to serve well as each other complements, addressing each others
shortcomings.

We tested our tracker on a set of videos with challenging scenarios. Although
the tracker could handle some scenarios if the parameters were tuned correctly,
it did not perform satisfactory when dealing with appearance changes.

To address the issue we extended our approach and implemented a strong
classifier to help aid our observation model. The strong classifier consists of
several trained weak classifiers. The strong classifier can classify estimates as
either foreground or background and output a value of how confident it is.

Along with the classifier we also defined a completely new set of features.
With the new approach our tracker is significantly more robust and can

handle all scenarios well. However, due to some minor error in our adaptive
procedure we were not able to learn appearance changes over time, only the
initial appearance. Therefore, any larger appearance changes still remain a
challenge for the tracker. We do believe this is just a coding error which can
be easily fixed. Nevertheless, the tracker still performs satisfactory in tracking
arbitrary objects. We did however find that the tracker had difficulties with
small objects and was not as robust in maintaining track lock in that case.

For future work we would like to investigate the error preventing us from
adapting our weak classifiers over time. We would also like to look into a tech-
nique for locating extremely small moving objects using Background Subtraction
which could act as a good complement to what has already been done.
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1 Introduction

The field of Computer Vision is becoming more interesting than ever before.

Our fast growing society relies in streamlining procedures, eliminating unnec-

essary expenses, increasing safety and improving quality. These demands pose

new difficult technical challenges which can greatly benefit from using Com-

puter Vision. Not long ago applications that relied on Computer Vision were

very complex and were only found in research laboratories or with high govern-

ment agencies like the military. However, with the significant improvements in

commercial hardware especially in speed and computational power, Computer

Vision has quickly become an increasingly popular feature on the commercial

market, directly boosting the interest in conducting research in the area. The

significant improvements in the field has also given the civil industry an interest

in utilizing Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAV) to perform challenging surveil-

lance and monitoring tasks. The surveillance of an UAV relies heavily on Video

Analysis, a key area of Computer Vision.

Since the technology has matured and the general hardware is sufficient,

Avia Satcom Co., Ltd. would like to start conducting research in the area and

develop a video tracking solution that can be applicable to surveillance missions

carried out by an UAV. This aircraft would fly over designated areas to track

objects and send its location to ground control.

1.1 What Is Video Tracking?

Video Tracking is in general a rather challenging task and refers to the pro-

cess of estimating, over time, the location of one or multiple objects in a video

stream captured by a camera. It is found in a wide variety of commercial prod-

ucts relieving the operator from time consuming and challenging concentration

tasks, i.e face recognition, traffic control, human interaction application, medical

imaging, security and surveillance.

1.2 What Are The Challenges?

When designing a video tracker it is important to consider the purpose of which

it is intended for and the properties of the equipment one intend to use. There

is no general algorithm that magically handles all scenarios. To make a really

efficient and stable tracker it has to be tailored to meet the requirements and

needs of its task. The main challenges are therefore, (1) Object Detection and

Recognition, (2) Clutter, (3) Variations in pose, (4) External environmental

changes and (5) The equipment constraints. Let us discuss each of these five

major challenges a bit further.
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1.2.1 Object Detection and Recognition

This refers to the step of correctly detecting objects of interest in a video se-

quence. Some techniques rely on prior knowledge of the object i.e. a template

or other discriminate features. Other techniques try to automatically detect

objects based on a general criteria like uncorrelated features.

Object Recognition may to unfamiliar readers sound the same as Object

Detection. They are indeed very closely related but there is one key difference.

Object Detection refers to the detection of objects in general, whether it being

a car or a boat. Object Recognition on the other hand detects specific objects,

like a blue car with license plate ”ABC 123”.

1.2.2 Clutter

One of the more difficult challenges in video tracking is to address clutter in

the background, i.e similar objects to the one being tracked. The task involves

correctly ignoring objects that have the same appearance as the object being

tracked and not let them interfere with the observation of the target.

1.2.3 Variations In Pose

Since an image is a projection of the 3D world on a 2D-planar, it does not convey

any information about the third dimension which conveys the appearance of an

object from any angle. Nevertheless, humans can still look at an image of e.g.

a ball and firstly detect it, secondly recognize it and finally understand that it

is globe shaped. This is due to our prior knowledge and experience that a ball

in fact is globe shaped. But for a computer it is not as easy. It has to rely on

logics (mathematics). An image can be seen as ”snapshot” in a particular time

instance, at a particular angle. If the object being tracked were to change pose

this would yield a completely different ”snapshot”, displaying the object from

a different angle, being very different from the first ”snapshot”. The difficult

part here is to make the computer understand that the two snapshots, although

very different, are of the same object.

1.2.4 External Environmental Changes

The external environment may also impose difficulties. The weather, time of

day, vibration of camera platform and so on, may inflict difficult alterations to

the video which may result in any of the following, (1) image degraded by noise,

(2) illumination variations, (3) occlusion, (4) ego motion etc.
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1.2.5 Equipment Constraints

The equipment used can also be directly related to the performance of the video

tracker. The resolution of the camera sensor, the luminosity of the optics, the

color representation, the computational power available, the size and weight of

the gear and so on.

Next we will briefly describe the overall system for which the video tracking

algorithm is intended to be part of.

1.3 System Description

The video tracking algorithm is intended to be part of an UAV system. The UAV

will utilize an on-board camera together with the tracking algorithm to conduct

surveillance missions. The aircraft will be controlled by an operator positioned

on the ground. Apart from the telemetric data, video will be transmitted from

the UAV to the operator. The tracking is initialized by the operator by selecting

the object of interest from the video.

UAVs are usually divided into small, medium and large versions. The smaller

UAVs rely more on ground control. All the heavy processing is performed on the

ground, relieving the UAV of the computational burden, thus making it smaller

with less payload required. Once the object location has been estimated it is

converted to steering parameters which are sent back to the UAV.

Larger UAVs can carry more equipment and therefore perform the processing

on-board, thus making it less reliant on the transmission link and ground control.

In this paper we will consider a medium/large UAV where all processing will be

handled by on-board computers. Figure 1 shows the overall scheme for a typical

UAV system with video tracking.

Figure 1: An UAV system.

1.4 Considerations

Before starting the development of the video tracking algorithm it is impor-

tant to understand the constraints that an UAV might impose. Apart from
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the aforementioned challenges in Section 1.2, certain aspects need to be taken

under careful consideration before the development and implementation may

commence.

Firstly, the environment of the UAV needs to be considered. The UAV is

intended to operate at altitudes of 4000 to 6000 meters at an relatively low

average speed. Furthermore, the UAV can be put into operation at any time,

in day time as well as night time under severe weather conditions.

Secondly, even though this thesis will only consider the video tracking algo-

rithm unit, seen in Figure 1, it is important to understand the interaction it has

with other system units. For the UAV to accurately track an object visually the

video tracking algorithm has to be able to interact with the on-board camera

rotation and flight controller units, relaying important information about the

object’s direction, velocity and location. For such a feedback system to work

the algorithm needs to be computationally fast with good accuracy where all

the processing is performed in real-time and online (in flight).

Furthermore, except for having good performance, the hardware needs to be

small in size, reducing the weight of the payload on the UAV. However, the size

of the hardware and the computational power are usually in direct relation to

each other. The more space for hardware you have, the more processing power

you get. Therefore the algorithm needs to be efficient and fast, not requiring

special bulky hardware units. Keeping the payload to a minimum is important.

With less payload the UAV can be designed lighter and smaller and the fuel

consumption may be reduced, yielding an increase in flight range.

The actual tracking will present challenging scenarios and have to deal

with small objects, interference of obstacles and radical changes in environ-

ment/terrain. Moreover, targets may also enter and leave a scene at any point

in time indefinite number of times.

If the image processing is performed on ground and not on the UAV (common

on small UAVs), the transmission link sending the video and telemetric data

to ground control will undoubtedly suffer from interference from time to time.

This may result in data package loss which will introduce noise in the video

stream, making it harder to detect, distinguish and track objects.

Once the constraints have been taken under consideration, we can continue

to define the problem in more detail.

2 Problem Description

This thesis will consider the development and implementation of a video tracking

algorithm for use on an UAV. Due to the constraints described in Section 1.4

and the requirements imposed by the customer Avia Satcom Ltd. Co., the video
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tracker needs to comply with the bullets presented in the following section.

2.1 Requirements

2.1.1 The Graphical User Interface

• The tracking procedure should be initialized from ground control with

the help of a template of the object. The template is extracted from the

video by dragging a rectangular box over the object of interest. Once the

template has been successfully selected the algorithm starts tracking the

object.

• Ground control should be able to abort the tracking of a current object.

• There should be an option to switch between different techniques of track-

ing that are more appropriate for different kind of color spaces.

• The object being tracked should be visually marked by a rectangular box.

2.1.2 Tracker Properties

• Successfully extract object location and track target under difficult imag-

ing conditions like occlusion, image noise, changes in pose, image blur,

large displacements, clutter, illumination variations.

• The tracker should be non-domain specific i.e. able to track any object of

interest.

• The video tracking algorithm needs to be computationally fast such that

real time performance can be achieved.

• The algorithm will be limited to tracking a single object. In the future

this could be extended to simultaneously track multiple targets.

• Export correct data such that the Inertial Flight System (IFS) can syn-

chronize the UAV flight behaviour and camera platform rotation to main-

tain visual of the tracked object.

2.1.3 Hardware

• Preferably, the algorithm should not require any special hardware to per-

form the processing.

Now that we have defined the problem in more detail by establishing re-

quirements, let us review previous work in the field.
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3 Video Tracking

An interesting survey, conducted by [6], presents a summary of recent track-

ing algorithms and is a good place to start for people less familiar with the

latest research in video tracking. This survey will be cited a number of times

throughout this paper.

Researchers and scientists often refer to the problem of video tracking by

three distinct areas; (1) Object Representation, (2) Object Detection/Recognition

and (3) Object Tracking. Figure 2 shows the general line of components used

by the Computer vision community to tackle the task of video tracking [2]. Let

us discuss them below.

Figure 2: The video tracking components.

3.1 Target Representation

To be able to search, detect and track an object of interest, the object in question

needs to be described such that the tracker knows what it should look for.

In a pixel-based manner one could supply the algorithm with a region of the

object and make multiple window slided searches over the video frame a.k.a

region matching. If enough pixels are alike, the flag for match is raised and

the object is located. The attentive reader may have realized that this method

has several drawbacks. Firstly, the search will be inefficient since pixel by pixel

is compared for every new location of the search window. Secondly, a match

will never occur if the conditions surrounding the object change, even if only

slightly. Hence, the performance of the video tracker would be greatly improved

if one could extract some information which could represent the object under

difficult altering conditions. This can be done with feature extraction.

Feature extraction is at the heart of image and video processing, and is

essential for almost all processing algorithms. It is the process of filtering and

extracting the useful information of i.e an image, while ignoring the redundant
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data. This useful information is obtained by selecting salient features.

Features can be corners, lines, color, regions etc., just about anything we

want it to be. Features should be chosen carefully though depending on what we

want our application to do. Choosing color as a prominent feature for detecting

a white football on a green football field may seem as a good idea. But what

happens when the ball crosses the white side lines? or if a football player decides

to wear white uniform? Obviously the tracker would not be able to tell them

apart, yielding erroneous results. To solve the problem and make the tracker

more robust, the color feature can be combined with a contour feature. The

contour of the ball will be a circle-like shape at whatever angle you look at it.

This feature will help to distinguish the ball from the side lines and players,

since non of their contours yield a circle-like shape.

Usually features describing an object are divided into three categories; Target

Shape, Target Appearance, and the combination of the two. [2]

Target Shape

These features try to describe the shape of the object. It can be points, geo-

metric shapes (i.e window, ellipse), silhouettes, contours, skeletal etc.

Target Appearance

Templates or Histograms are good examples of appearance models. The tem-

plate conveys both spatial and appearance information about the object. The

histogram hold color and illumination information.

The Combination

The combination of both shape and appearance models gives even robuster

features.

What Features Are Good For Tracking?

Finding good features for tracking is extremely important. The best features

are those that are uniquely identifiable, invariant to geometric transformation.

The more unique, the easier it will be to distinguish and separate them from

the excessive data.

Popular features for tracking are [6] [2]:

• Color, for histogram based appearance utilizing color spaces like HSV,

LUV, LAB and RGB.
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• Edges and Corners, for silhouette and contour based appearance utilizing

popular derivative techniques like the Sobel, the Gradient, the Laplacian

etc.

• Motion, for detecting objects of interest and estimate their location over

time. Motion estimation convey motion either by a correspondence vector

or a optical flow field. A correspondence vector characterizes the dis-

placement of pixels between two frames. An optical flow field is a field of

displacement vectors caused by the relative motion between an observer

and the environment and vice versa.

• Texture, for conveying illumination variations of a scene.

In conclusion, Target Representation creates a model of the object of interest,

modelling its appearance, size and shape with the help of prominent features

obtained from the feature extraction process. The model can either be made

offline, extracting features on several thousand images of a particular object,

which are stored in a database and later compared to the feature space of a

video sequence, or it can be selected online either automatically or by a user

directly in the current video sequence.

3.2 Target Detection

Target Detection is the step where objects are detected in a scene i.e a car, a

human, a plane etc., anything that is considered to be of interest. For video

tracking the object of interest is usually an object in motion. An object is

successfully detected when it is separated from rest of the scenery.

Target Detection is closely related to Target Representation and often re-

searches refer to it as one and the same step. To detect a target the algorithm

needs to have a model of the target for comparison. Such a model is given in

the Target Representation procedure. This model, describing either the object

or the background, consists of several distinct features. The actual detection

step involves defining a search metric and a matching criteria, to find the model

(features) of the current video frame that is most similar to the model (features)

of the object/background.

The search metric can be as simple as performing a window search, slid

across the image. For every new location a match step is performed to deter-

mine the features that are the most similar to those of the object model. The

match can be performed using the cross correlation [7], the Euclidean distance,

the Mahalanobis distance, the Bhattacharyya distance etc. Furthermore, the

matching criteria can impose other restrictions such as thresholds that need to

be upheld.
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Usually the Target Detection procedure is conducted on every frame with one

single frame considered at a time. However, some more sophisticated detectors

utilize the spatial information between several frames to detect an object. This

gives a more robust detection reducing the number of miss-classifications.

Some widely used detectors are the Harris Corner Detector [5], the Scale

Invariant Feature Transform (SIFT) [36], Speeded Up Robust Features (SURF)

[37], the Graph-Cut [24], the Mixture of Gaussians [12]. Shorter descriptions

of the above detectors can be found in Section 4. For the interested readers

that would like more detailed descriptions we refer to the detectors’ respective

papers.

3.3 Target Tracking

Target Tracking refers to the process of estimating the location/trajectory of a

particular target over time. Based on the current target position (state) gath-

ered from the Target Detection step, and the previous states, the new location

of the target is predicted. According to [6], Target Tracking can be divided into

three types of trackers, namely, (1) Point Trackers, (2) Kernel Trackers and (3)

Silhouette Trackers. What set these trackers apart is how the object is repre-

sented. Furthermore, the trackers can also be divided into Single Hypothesis

Trackers (SHT) and Multiple Hypothesis Trackers (MHT), as described by [2].

Point Trackers are defined as trackers tracking objects between neighbouring

frames described by points. The points between consecutive frames can convey

motion and location information. For the trackers to work, a detection method

needs to be applied to extract the points in every frame.

Kernel Trackers are trackers that rely on the object’s appearance and shape.

It is commonly used to calculate the motion between frames.

Silhouette Trackers make use of contours, regions and silhouettes to estimate

the new location of the objects. These are basically features that define the

shape of the object.

Single Hypothesis Trackers (SHT) only consider one tracking hypothesis per

frame.

Multiple Hypothesis Trackers (MHT) however, evaluate several hypothesis

per frame. The good hypothesis (the most likely ones) are kept for further

processing whilst the bad (not so likely ones) are pruned and discarded. This

will improve the accuracy of the tracker but doing so at the expense of more

computations. The number of hypothesis required for observing the multi-state

vector, do in fact, grow exponentially with the number of dimensions in the

state space [2]. Nevertheless, both SHT and MHT try to locate the optimal

solution i.e. the best possible predicted location of the objects.
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Regardless of what tracker we choose, the general problem that needs to be

solved remains the same. The objective is to discover the relation between the

features of the current frame and the corresponding features of the previous

frame.

Let xt denote the state, representing the object location, at time instance t.

Equation (1) models the change in state over time.

xt = f(xt−1) + vt−1 (1)

where vt−1 denotes white noise at time instance t − 1. Let us now discuss

some of the most widely adopted trackers in Computer Vision that solve this

problem.

3.3.1 Gradient-based Trackers

Gradient based trackers use image features to steer the tracking hypothesis,

iteratively refining the state estimation until convergence.

Kanade-Lucas-Tomasi (KLT) Tracker is one such tracker utilizing an ap-

pearance model based on a template to track the object. It was first introduced

in 1981 by [42] and then refined by [43].

The template can be defined as a window of fixed size of (2W − 1)∗(2W − 1)

where the center is defined as a 2D-vector.

xt = (ut, vt) (2)

The goal is to align the template window with the video frames in order to

calculate the displacement between them. Lets denote the coordinate system of

the template and the video frame by IT and Ik, respectively. An initial estimate

of the object is required, denoted x̃
(0)
t from which the state xt can be computed

by [2]:

xt = x̃
(0)
t + ∆xt (3)

where ∆xt is the current displacement vector added to the previous one.

The objective is to minimize the error between the window template and

the image region centred at the best state estimate xt, such that the smallest

displacement vector is found. [2]

error(∆xt) =
∑

|w−xt|1<W

[IT (w − xt)− Ik(w)]
2

=
∑

|w−xt|1<W

[
IT (w − x̃(0)t −∆xt)− Ik(w)

]2
(4)
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where w is a pixel location in the image Ik. Furthermore, the template

function IT can be simplified with the Taylor series centred around the old

state estimate xt−1, described as [2]:

IT (w − x̃(0)t −∆xt) ≈ IT (w − x̃(0)t ) + bT∆xt (5)

where bT is the transpose of the templates gradient. Equation (4) becomes

[2]:

∑
|w−xt|1<W

IT (w − x̃(0)t ) +

(
∂IT (w − x̃(0)t )

∂w

)T
∆xt − Ik(w)

2

(6)

The error can now be minimized by taking the derivative with respect to the

displacement vector ∆xt, and setting it equal to zero. Thus obtaining the final

result [2]:

∆xt =

∑
|w−xt|1<W

[
IT (w − x̃(0)t )− Ik(w)

]
∂IT (w−x̃(0)

t )
∂w∑

|w−xt|1<W
∂IT (w−x̃(0)

t )
∂w

T
∂IT (w−x̃(0)

t )
∂w

(7)

For more information the reader is encouraged to read the articles [42] and

[43].

The Mean-Shift (MS) Tracker is another widely adopted tracker that locates

the maximum of the conditional probability density function given a set of

discrete data. Roughly put, the MS tracker tries to locate the candidate that is

the most similar to the object model. The object model used with a MS tracker

is usually based on the color histogram.

The probability of color u in the candidate is defined as

p̂u(y) = Ch

nh∑
i=1

κ

(
‖yt − wi

h
‖2
)
δ [b(wi)− u] (8)

where {wi}i=1...nh
is the pixel locations of the candidate centred at y, κ is

a kernel function which assigns larger weights to pixels closer to the center,

Ch is a normalization constant normalizing the bins so they sum to one, b(wi)

associates pixel location wi with its corresponding histogram bin [44].

MS tries to minimize the distance, Equation (9), between the model his-

togram q̂ and the candidate histogram p̂(y) using the Bhattacharyya metric.

This is equivalent to maximizing the Bhattacharyya coefficient given by Equa-

tion (10) [44].

d(y) =
√

1− ρ[p̂(y), q̂] (9)
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where ρ is the Bhattacharyya coefficient

ρ[p̂(y), q̂] =

Nb∑
u=1

√
p̂u ∗ q̂u (10)

The new target location is found by starting at the old target location ob-

tained from the precious frame.

x
(0)
t = xt−1 (11)

Using the Taylor expansion of the p̂u(x
(0)
t ), around the old target estimate,

and Equation (8), Equation (10) is approximated to [2]:

ρ[p̂(y), q̂] ≈ 1

2

Nb∑
u=1

√
p̂u(x

(0)
t ) ∗ q̂u +

Ch
2

nh∑
i=1

viκ

(
‖yt − wi

ht
‖2
)

(12)

where

vi =

Nb∑
u=1

δ[b(wi)− u]

√
q̂u

p̂u(x
(0)
t )

(13)

The new location can be estimated by minimizing Equation (9) resulting

in maximizing the second term in Equation (12) since the first term does not

depend on yt. This correspond to solving the gradient of Equation (12) and

setting it to zero accordingly [44]:

∂ρ[p̂(y), q̂]

∂yt
= 0 (14)

Hence, target center is shifted from y
(0)
t to y

(1)
t , thus the new location be-

comes [2]:

y
(1)
t =

∑nh

i=1 wiviκ
T

(
‖y

(0)
t −wi

h
(0)
t

‖2
)

∑nh

i=1 viκ
T

(
‖y

(0)
t −wi

h
(0)
t

‖2
) (15)

The iterations continue until convergence is reached when the following cri-

teria is met [2]:

‖y(1)t − y
(0)
t ‖ < ε (16)

In summary, both gradient trackers use single hypothesis and are manually

initialized. Without the initialization step the trackers would yield poor perfor-

mance. This is especially true if the object being tracked is lost due to occlusion

or exits the scene. Bayesian Trackers are more robust to such problems.
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3.3.2 Bayesian Trackers

Bayesian Trackers model the state xt and the observations yt as two stochastic

processes defined as

xt = ft(xt−1, vt−1) (17)

yt = gt(xt, nt) (18)

The objective is to estimate the probability of the new state, given all pre-

vious measurements. The conditional probability density function is given by

p(xt|y1:t) (19)

where y1:t is the previous measurements up to time instance t.

The Bayesian framework offers an optimal solution involving a recursive

prediction and correction step. The prediction step calculates the prior pdf of

the current state based on the system dynamics and the pdf of the previous

state [38]. See Equation (20), commonly known as the Chapman-Kolmogorov

Equation [52].

p(xt|y1:t−1) =

∫
p(xt|xt−1)p(xt−1|y1:t−1) dxt−1 (20)

The correction step yields the posterior pdf of the current state via the

likelihood of the measurement yt and Bayes’ rule.

p(xt|y1:t) =
p(yt|xt)p(xt|y1:t−1)

p(yt|y1:t−1)
(21)

The solution obtained is optimal but cannot be calculated analytically and

hence needs to be approximated. Several techniques exist for estimating the

optimal Bayesian solution and the two most popular are (1) the Kalman Filter

and (2) the Particle Filter.

The Kalman Filter finds the optimal solution, assuming the distributions of

the state and the noise are Gaussian and the models given in Equations (17)

and (18) are linear.

If the above requirements hold, the models defined by Equations (17) and

(18) can be written as [1] [2]:

xt = Ftxt−1 + vt−1 (22)

yt = Gtxt + nt (23)
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where Ft and Gt matrices defines the linear relationship between the states

and between the observations respectively, and where vt and nt are independent,

zero-mean, white Gaussian noise processes with covariances

E

[(
vt

nt

)(
vTk , n

T
k

)]
=

[
Rt 0

0 Qt

]
(24)

Hence the optimal linear estimation is give by:

(A) the prediction step where the the mean prediction x̄t|t−1, the prediction

covariance Pt|t−1 and the predicted measurement ŷt are computed, respectively.

[1] [2]

x̄t|t−1 = Ftx̄t−1 (25)

Pt|t−1 = FtPt−1F
T
t +Qt (26)

ŷt = Gtx̄t|t−1 (27)

(B) the correction step where the mean residual r̄t (as soon as the new

measurement yk is available), the error covariance St and Kalman gain Kt given

by Riccati Equation, respectively, are computed as follows [1] [2]:

r̄t = yt − ŷt (28)

St = GtPt|t−1G
T
t +Rt (29)

Kt = Pt|t−1G
T
t S
−1
t (30)

The full derivation of the Kalman Filter can be found in [34] with further

simplifications in [1].

Ever since Mr. Rudolf E. Kalman introduced the Kalman Filter in 1960 it

has been widely adopted in many areas. However, to be able to use the filter it

requires the system to be linear. This led to the introduction of the Extended

Kalman Filter in 1979, presented by [39], for systems that were non-linear.

The Extended Kalman Filter utilizes a first order Taylor approximation to

approximate the system models given by Equations (17) and (18). Even better

results were obtained with the Unscented Kalman Filter [40] which gave better

performance, if the non-linear error was large, by approximating Equation (19)

with points to represent the mean and the covariance.

The Particle Filter. The Kalman approaches assume that the state model
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can be modelled by the Gaussian distribution. This assumptions does not always

hold and the Kalman Filter would give poor results for non-Gaussian distribu-

tions [40]. Moreover, the Kalman Filter does not perform well in the presence

of clutter since clutter tends to generate multiple observations per location [33].

Hence, the Kalman Filter may converge to the wrong estimate.

The Particle Filter (PF) introduced by [35] conquers these shortcomings

using several estimates to estimate the state variable xt. [6]

A set of particles (samples) x
(i)
t are introduced to represent the conditional

state probability given in Equation (19). Each particle represents a potential

state for the object. [2]

p(xt|y1:t) ≈
Nt∑
i=1

ω
(i)
t δ(xt − x(i)t ) (31)

where Nt is the number of particles at time instance t centred around x
(i)
t and

ω
(i)
t represents the particles’ weight at time instance t. More weight are given

to particles of more importance. The particles are sampled from an importance

distribution q(x
(i)
t |x

(i)
t−1, yt−1). A new filtering distribution is approximated by

a new set of particles with an importance weight defined as [2]:

ω
(i)
t ∝

p(yt|x(i)t )p(x
(i)
t |yt−1)

q(x
(i)
t |x

(i)
t−1, yt−1)

i = 1, ..., Nt (32)

As in the Kalman approach, the PF also recursively updates itself using two

steps, namely a prediction step and a correction step.

In the prediction step new particles at time instance t are estimated from

the previous set
{
ω
(i)
t−1, x

(i)
t−1

}N
i=1

by propagating the old samples through the

state space model as shown in Equation (20).

The correction step calculates the weights corresponding to the new samples.

We choose the Bootstrap [10] filter as our importance distribution: q(x
(i)
t |x

(i)
t−1, yt−1) =

p(x
(i)
t |yt−1). Hence the weight becomes the observation likelihood.

ω
(i)
t ∝ pt(yt|x

(i)
t ) (33)

The samples are re-sampled at each update step in accordance with their

new weights to discard samples that have a very low weight. This is done by

redrawing the old samples x
(i)
t−1 according to a re-sampling function which de-

scribes the probability of the sample reproducing a new sample at time instance

t.

As soon as the new samples have been obtained the new object location can

be found by taking the expectation over the weighted samples
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E[xt|y1:t] = N−1t

Nt∑
i=1

ω
(i)
t x

(i)
t (34)

Apart from being able to handle non-Gaussian and non-linear models, the

PF is capable of dealing with short occlusions since it can handle multi-modal

score functions often generated by occlusion or clutter [2]. It gained popularity

in the Computer Vision community after [10] proposed the CONDENSATION

algorithm for tracking edges. It has also been shown to work very well together

with color features [41] [8] [29] [30].

To summarize, in this section we have briefly discussed object tracking and

reviewed the mathematics of some popular and widely adopted trackers. In the

next section we will review the previous work in Aerial Video Tracking.

4 The Field Of Aerial Video Tracking

Recent work [27] [25] [18] regarding aerial video sequences, typically captured

from UAVs, commonly divide the problem of video tracking into the following

modules (1) Motion Platform Compensation, (2) Motion Detection and (3) Ob-

ject Tracking. Before we plunge into them, we need to mention two important

assumptions for which the majority of non-stationary video trackers are based

on. Firstly, the assumption of a flat world, and secondly, that ego motion is

translational. [32]

Flat world Fortunately, if the area that the camera covers is not to wide

relative to the altitude, it can be reasonable to assume that the video scene

obtained can be seen as a nearly flat plane, with the exceptions of some parallax

[23] raised from 3D objects being projected on to a 2D planar.

Translational motion The motion between features due to the ego motion

are assumed to be translational only, no rotation in space. Thus simplifying the

processing and making real time calculations possible.

4.1 Motion Platform Compensation

Many of the techniques available for discovering moving objects, assume that

the background is static, thus requiring the camera to be stationary. Cameras

mounted on UAVs, however, are not stationary and produce ego motion that

will influence the motion detection of objects. To circumvent this problem tech-

niques for Motion Platform Compensation have been introduced. The benefits

with Motion Platform Compensation are twofold [25]. Firstly, the ego motion

produced because of the camera being mounted on a non-stationary platform

is cancelled, making the background near static and it easier to determine the
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motion of the moving objects (the motion of significance). Secondly, represent-

ing the trajectories of the targets is easier since they can be drawn in a global

coordinate system (the whole video sequence).

Motion Platform Compensation utilizes the technique Image Registration

a.k.a Image Stabilization. Image Registration is the process of aligning two or

multiple images geometrically, taken of the same scene but from different angles,

from different sensors and from different times. It cancels the ego motion by

introducing a overall coordinate system which all frames are warped to. The very

same technique is used for creating panorama pictures. Image Registration can

be performed in a direct-based manner, i.e. the direct match of pixel intensities.

This is discussed by [3] and involves defining an error metric to compare the

images after warping. It also requires the selection of a search method which

will search for the minimum distance (error) between pixel values, yielding the

minimum displacement vector. The advantage of the direct based method is

that it can handle blurred images in lack of prominent features and that it uses

all available information in the image since it looks at every pixel. The drawback

is that it is more time consuming than a feature based approach.

[27] and [18] implement a feature-based Image Registration. Instead of

comparing pixel intensities they extract features to compare. The commonly

adopted feature used here is the Harris Corner Detector due to its robustness

and simplicity in detecting corners. Another popular feature detector is the

SIFT. The SIFT, presented by [36], locates local features in difficult scenar-

ios involving clutter, partial occlusion, scale changes etc. by computing the

extreme points of a Difference Of Gaussian (DoG) function applied in a pyra-

midal fashion. The features are obtained by computing the pixels’ gradients in

a block based window, centred around the previously found maxima/minima of

the DoG.

[37] investigate the introduced Interest Point Detectors and believe that

improvements can still be made, in terms of speed, in the areas of detection,

description and matching, when it comes to implementation in on-line appli-

cations. They conclude that the Hessian based detectors are more stable than

the Harris based approaches by comparing earlier work. In light of this, they

propose a variant of SIFT with lower computational complexity called SURF.

It is based on the Hessian Matrix [45] which reduces the computational time by

using Integral Image.

[26] show how to implement ”Visual Servoing of Quadrotor Micro-Air Vehicle

Using Color-Based Tracking Algorithm”. Here they express their concern for the

feature extracting procedure, believing it to be too computationally expensive

when filtering and performing edge detection, especially in images degraded

with noise. Therefore, they implement a simple color detection algorithm based
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on Integral Images, used in [19] and presented by [46], to detect and track their

targets. The Integral Image, constructed by summing the pixel intensity values

diagonally downwards, is used to quickly compare features in an image and offer

a significant speed up.

Image Registration can also be performed in an Optical Flow-based manner.

It estimates the motion at every pixel with the assumption that pixels in a local

neighbourhood centred at an arbitrary pixel k, have a small, approximately

constant displacement between adjacent frames.

When the features have been extracted from two or more frames either by

using Harris Corner Detector, SURF, SIFT etc. they have to be matched. This

matching procedure is performed with the help of a suitable correlation matcher.

[18] use the widely accepted Lucas-Kanade pyramidal open-flow algorithm but

simple cross-correlation or the sum of the squared difference intensities can also

be used.

To get rid of outliers (mismatches) which are regions deviating from the

motion model due to parallax or moving objects, the matches have to be fil-

tered. [27] [18] [25] implement the commonly adopted Random Sample Consen-

sus (RANSAC) [31] algorithm to remove the outliers. RANSAC is used to fit

the model to the correspondence vector which describes the displacement of the

features between two frames. RANSAC estimates new control points if there

are too few to accurately describe the transformation model.

The ego motion compensation is finally performed by introducing a linear

homo-graphy system between the frames. Any two frames of the same planar

are connected by a homo-graphy matrix. Once RANSAC locates the optimal

model of the homo-graphy matrix between two frames it can be used to warp

the frames on to a common coordinate system. A new homo-graphy matrix is

found between every two frames. A suitable frame is selected as a reference

frame to which all frames are amended as to create a panoramic image.

Once the Image Registration is complete, a global image, depicting a floating

image in space, is obtained. See Figure 3. If the registration was successful only

motion from moving objects should be apparent. Let us now continue with the

techniques for Motion Detection.

4.2 Motion Detection

The stabilized panorama image, compensated for the ego motion blur, is now

used to determine the moving objects. Motion detection refers to the process

of detecting motion between adjacent frames from which the moving target(s)

can be separated from the background layer.

[12] use a motion detection technique based on Background Subtraction to
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Figure 3: The result after performing Image Registration. The Video frames
have been warped into the same coordinate system. Image from [50].

find the moving targets. Background Subtraction involves the creation of a

background model in which any deviations, from frame to frame, are treated as

foreground objects. It was first widely adopted [6] after the work of [47] where

each color is modelled with a Gaussian distribution. Rather than modelling

each pixel color by a single Gaussian distribution, [12] model each pixel color

by a Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM). The GMM is updated adaptively, in an

on-line manner, to account for changes in pixel intensities over time. This allows

for a better representation of the background scene than what a single Gaussian

can give. The advantage is the GMM’s ability to handle multi-modal back-

grounds (multiple peaks of colors). The GMM approach successfully handles

slow lightning changes, multi-modal distributions, varying targets and varying

backgrounds.

[18] argue that a Mixture of Gaussians approach, mentioned above, cannot

be accurately described due to fast camera motion, yielding too few samples

to represent the distribution. Instead they calculate the mean and variance

of every pixel and then classify the pixels as either background or foreground

by measuring the normalized Euclidean distance. Moreover, the result of the

Background Subtraction is filtered with a DoG filter, blurring the image and

removing noise which is found in the high frequency band. The obtained image

is a binary image containing blobs of the moving objects.

[21] suggest that using the aforementioned two-step technique i.e Motion

Platform Compensation and Background Subtraction, is not optimal since the

Background Subtraction technique assumes perfect stabilization. Perfect stabi-

lization is not obtainable since the image stabilization procedure always contain

atleast some erroneous detections. Instead, they propose to address this prob-

lem by merging the two steps together by letting the detection step occur in
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the stabilization procedure. The moving objects are found by locating residual

motion in the frames with Optical Flow.

[22] also combine Image Registration and Optical Flow estimation to acquire

a difference image. The Image Registration use an affine model to produce

an affine warped image. In the same way another warped image is produced

using the flow warping technique. The two warped images are now separately

subtracted from the original image, yielding two residual images; one flow based

and one affine based. A second-order residual is obtained when subtracting the

two residuals from each other. [22] argue that this final residual difference

image will contain strong representations for the independent moving objects

while suppressing regions with occlusion. The blobs are detected with Graph

Cut Segments presented in [24]. Furthermore, [22], based on motion similarities

and in-between distance, merge the small blob fragments to better representable

sizes. The model is also refined, correcting erroneous blobs that might have been

classified as background and vice versa, using a KLT tracker to re-estimate the

blobs motion model and then the Graph Cut Segments method is applied once

more.

[25] implement two methods for motion detection. The first method is based

on frame differencing where difference images are calculated by differencing

each frame from its adjacent frame. The difference frames are summed and

the result is applied with the log-evidence, yielding a binary image with blobs

corresponding to moving objects.

The second method, originally presented by [28], is an improved variant of

the Background Subtraction method where three levels are introduced; a pixel

level, a region level and a frame level. [28] claim that these three levels are

required to accurately extract foreground regions from images, as oppose to the

single pixel level used by most other Background Subtraction methods.

Firstly, at the pixel level, pixels are classified as belonging to foreground

or background. Two classifications are performed, one using a statistical color

model and another using a statistical gradients model.

Secondly, at the region level, foreground pixels from the color subtraction

are grouped into regions and validated with the corresponding pixels obtained

in the gradient subtraction.

Thirdly, the frame level helps to correct global illumination changes if more

than 50 % of the pixels obtained from the color subtraction are classified as

foreground pixels, by simply ignoring the color subtraction results. [28] show

that their approach handles shadows, quick illumination changes, relocation of

static background objects and initialization of moving objects. Furthermore, the

algorithm is compared to the aforementioned GMM approach yielding superior

results.
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4.3 Object Recognition and Object Tracking

As soon as the foreground blobs have been separated from the background,

starts the process of detecting what the blobs are. The foreground blobs might

have been influenced by noise, not accurately detected, miss-classified etc.

[18] present an approach that can handle these difficult scenarios. Their

detection procedure is based on some prior knowledge of the target object’s size.

In their example they provide the size of a car, carefully calculated based on

aerial information from the IFS. This can however, be any other kind of feature,

like color, shape etc. They continue by dividing the image into rectangles of

the object’s size. If enough foreground pixels are found in a rectangle it is

kept as a likely candidate to be a target. The pixels of the candidates are

shifted with mean-shift, iteratively, until convergence. If the overlapping area

has enough foreground pixels (above a threshold), the two rectangles are merged.

The merge procedure is repeated until convergence. Noting, that their mean

shifting technique out performs similar approaches like those proposed by [27],

[18] also mention a shortcoming with their implementation. If the foreground

binary image contain errors i.e incorrectly splitting large objects like trucks, the

truck’s foreground masks can be miss-classified as multiple cars if they are of

similar size as the car in the template. Pedestrians walking together may also

be detected as a car for the same reason.

The tracking of objects is handled by the Kalman Filter for predicting the

new states of the objects of interest. The Kalman Filter is implemented in

the general way. Lastly, a technique for associating the estimated objects with

their correct current counterparts is presented. By measuring the object’s color

histogram and Euclidean distance, a scoring matrix is calculated. The scoring

matrix describes how good the predicted objects fit the ones in the previous

frame. A greedy algorithm determine how the objects are assigned to the pre-

dicted ones. With this method, [18] is able to successfully assign objects to

detections, handle new objects that enter the scene and delete objects that exit

the scene.

[25] rely on a blob detection approach for tracking the objects. Every blob

is represented by its own shape and appearance models. Between the adjacent

frames a relationship is established by calculating the shape and appearance

score based on how similar they are to blobs in previous frames. Very similar to

that of the previously mentioned algorithm. The method is proven to be good

for tracking multiple objects.

[26] presents a different approach and lets the user select the target by a

bounding box from which colors are extracted and compared to the color dis-

tribution of the whole image. The Integral Image is calculated and the ratio
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between the sum and the object’s size is set as the density reference. For ev-

ery new search window location within the search area, the intensity ratio is

compared to that of the reference image. The search window with the high-

est similarities is chosen as the new target location. The center of the object

is determined by increasing and decreasing the search window in all directions

at every new location of the search window, to account for alterations in size.

Occlusion is handled by initializing a full search of the image. If this fails the

algorithm will use an Optical Flow based approach to locate the target again.

Lastly, to estimate the new search area the center coordinates of the target are

passed on as input to a the Kalman Filter.

[21] says that commonly adopted approaches to the tracking problem are

either based on geometric features or intensity features i.e Templates or Optical

Flow, respectively. It is difficult to obtain a good geometric description of blob

images since misclassification can happen in the object detection step. The in-

tensity features only consider the the illumination aspects and do not convey

any information of the geometric shape. [21] conclude that both methods are

less suitable for tracking blobs and therefore, to address the problem, propose to

combine the methods. Letting the first method strengthen the second method’s

weakness and vice versa. They suggest to represent the moving objects by a

graph where the nodes represent the moving objects and the links, the relation-

ship of the moving objects between consecutive frames. Along the links a cost is

defined as the likelihood of the current object being the same object in the next

frame. Following the graphs’ path yields the trajectories of the moving objects.

The cost at each edge is based on the gray-level and shape correlation between

objects, and the difference in distance between their centroids. According to

their results perfect detection rate is achieved in all tests.

[29] aim to chase a moving target with a quad-rotor UAV, equipped with

a down-facing camera. To cope with challenges like occlusion, displacements,

noise, image blur, background changes etc. they choose to model their objects

with the color histogram since it is proven to be robust to appearance changes

and has low complexity. The major shortcomings with the color histograms are

that no spatial information is represented and track loss might occur if there are

obstacles with similar color. [29] therefore, to make the Target Representation

more robust, suggest to add spatial information but at the same time keep the

good qualities of the color histogram. They achieve this by using a multiple

kernel representation combined with a PF. The object, enclosed by a rectangle,

is divided into multiple kernels, weighted differently according to their impor-

tance based on their location in the object. The PF is used to overcome short

occlusions and interference of noise. They choose to use the popular aforemen-

tioned Condensation algorithm. Object loss or full occlusion is considered if the
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minimal particle’s distance is above a pre-determined threshold. This raises a

flag and turns off the re-sampling of the particles, letting the tracking continue

to update on the prediction from the particles detected at the last good known

position. If the tracking fails to recover from a full occlusion, an initialization

procedure, consisting of several MS-like searches, is introduced to locate the

object again. Their overall conclusion state that the algorithm performs very

well and successfully handles partial and full occlusion and scale changes.

Most researcher have proven that tracking based on color features is a suf-

ficient method capable of reducing the computational complexity while being

robust to noise, independent to local image transformations and scaling, robust

to partial occlusions and illumination changes [30]. [20] present a multi-part

color model evaluated on 8 different color spaces across three different state-

of-the-art trackers namely, the MS Tracker, the PF Tracker and the Hybrid

Tracker (HT). The color histograms are computed for the 8 color spaces; RGB,

rgb, rg, CIELAB, YcbCr, HSV-D, HSV-UC and XYZ. The evaluation is carried

out with a performance metric based on the true positive pixels TP(i) calculated

in each frame i. The true positive pixels refer to the number of successful classi-

fications i.e. the estimated pixels that overlay the ideal tracking results (ground

truth). If the metric equation drops below a threshold, the track is considered

to be lost. Each color space is tested on how accurately they can describe faces,

people and vehicles. [20] conclude that the RGB color space outperforms the

other color spaces, not losing a single track. Hence, RGB is chosen. To address

the drawback that color histograms do not contain any spatial information, a

multi-part object representation referred to as 7MP is chosen. The 7MP is based

on 7 different subdivided overlapping ellipses for which the color histograms are

calculated. It is compared to other multi-part representations like [8] and found

to be superior since it is able to convey more spatial information. In conclusion

the multi-part representation improves all of the three trackers (MS, PF and

HT) as oppose to just using a single histogram representation. The algorithm

that is found to benefit the most by using the 7MP approach is PF which gained

in average 38 % increase in accuracy.

[30] also tackle the object tracking problem by implementing a PF which has

been proven to be good for the video tracking domain [9] [10] [11] [8]. They are

also aware of the aforementioned shortcomings of the color features and propose

to use, apart from the color features, edge contour features. The contour features

eliminates some of the drawbacks of the color features but can be computational

expensive. To address the issue, [30] utilize the Haar Rectangles originally

presented presented by [48] and the Edge Orientation Histogram [49]. The

main reason for selecting these methods is because they can conveniently be

computed using the high speed matching scheme, Integral Image, which will
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significantly decrease the computational cost. Moreover, to further improve the

efficiency, a coarse-to-fine scheme is implemented where samples are subject

to more rigorous scrutiny the further down they are allowed in the cascade

scheme. As many samples as possible are discarded as soon as possible in order

to shift the algorithm’s attention to the really good samples. [30] also introduce

a Quasi-Random Sample Generator to generate sample points for the Monte-

Carlo integration in the PF. This allows to improve the convergence rate of

the Monte-Carlo to O(N−0.5), as oppose to the regular rate of O((logN)d/N).

Both the color features and edge orientation histograms are evaluated with the

Euclidean distance. The cascade scheme is comprised of three stages. The first

stage calculates the probability of samples from the color features and edge

features. A good portion of the samples are rejected already at this stage. The

second stage utilize a more descriptive object representation model based on

multi-part representation, much like the aforementioned techniques presented

in [20]. The third and final stage use the image matching technique found in

the aforementioned SIFT approach. The tracker performs very well capable of

dealing with occlusion, illumination changes and clutter. [30] does not however

consider changes in the objects orientation but keep the object model fixed.

Changes in object appearances is a difficult challenge. For detecting objects

which you already know a priori, i.e. Vehicle/Person detection [22], a trained

database/classifier approach could be a robust and efficient method. However,

training a database/classifier beforehand (offline) might not always be possible,

especially if you plan to build a generic, non-domain specific, object tracker. [14]

and [13] propose a solution to deal with difficult alterations in appearance by

training a classifier online. These techniques have come to be known as ”track-

ing by detection” since they closely relate to object detection. The appearance

model is updated with negative and positive samples, usually the object loca-

tion and the neighbouring points. However, if the object location is inaccurate

the appearance model will be incorrectly updated causing the tracker to grad-

ually drift from its optimal. [13] propose improvements that address this issue

yielding far superior results than earlier proposals [17] [16] [15]. This might be

an interesting feature to implement but it requires additional computations.

As can be seen above many articles try to solve the problem of video track-

ing. There are many techniques proposed, some more accurate at the cost of

more complexity, and others which are simpler and less accurate but offer faster

performance. It is speed versus robustness. Depending on the intended do-

main for the application it is important to strike a good balance between them,

especially for real-time applications.
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Since the computer vision has become such an interesting field for research

there exist a tremendous amount of good work which have been extended and

refined. Due to the extent of all research it might not always be easy to get a

good understanding of what techniques one should use. Moreover, it can also

be difficult to compare the algorithms’ performance since many researcher in-

troduce different ways of evaluating their algorithms. But, based on the various

techniques presented in this section and the requirements that need to be met,

a proposal considered to solve the problem satisfactory is proposed in the next

section.

5 Our Implementation

5.1 Motivation

As mentioned in the previous section there are two main categories explored

in the field of Aerial Video Tracking; Motion Detection with Motion Platform

Compensation and Object Tracking.

Since Motion Detection relies on the background being static, techniques for

Motion Platform Compensation needs to be applied before the actual detection

of the target can start. Object Tracking, on the other hand, is not reliant on a

static background since it finds objects, not by its motion, but by similarities

in features describing the objects. This does however, require a template to

compare with, unlike the with Motion Detection. Obtaining such a template is

not difficult and can be selected by an operator when the tracking sequence is

initialized.

The benefit of Motion Detection is that it is easy to find all objects that are

moving in a frame. However, we are only interested in tracking one particular

target and therefore think using an object tracker could be beneficial, relieving

us from filtering away insignificant motion that has been detected with the

former algorithm. Furthermore, when using motion detection, if the target

being tracked is not moving it will most likely be considered to be part of

the background hence additional difficulties would rise in correctly locating the

target. This is a potential problem if one wants to maintain surveillance over a

fixed object i.e a house.

Therefore, we implement a Single Object Tracker utilizing the Monte-Carlo

Condensation Filter also known as the PF. It has been thoroughly described in

Section 3.3.2 and proven to be more accurate than other mentioned algorithms

like Kalman Filter and the KLT Tracker, capable of handling difficulties like

occlusion and cluttered environment which we think is important for UAVs.

Moreover it is fast to run since we are only evaluating N set of estimates over
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a specific area, unlike other methods that evaluate areas pixel by pixel. Since

speed is one of our important requirements leading to real time performance,

we think the PF strikes a good balance in the speed vs robustness equation.

In addition the PF is also possible to extend such that multiple object can be

tracked simultaneously, if that option were to be desired in the future.

As observation model we choose to combine two types of features in a cascade

consisting of three stages, keeping efficiency of the algorithm in focus once more.

The further down the cascade the estimate passes the more rigorous evaluation

is performed. We do this to quickly shift attention the the estimates that are

similar to the true target and apply more processing power on them. It is

unnecessary to perform detailed comparisons on estimates that differ much in

cruder comparisons.

As features we choose the widely popular Haar-like Rectangular (HR) fea-

tures and the Edge Orientation Histograms (EOH). Each of these have their own

strengths and weaknesses and they have been proven to complement each other

well. The Haar-like features are excellent for describing the object with both

color and some spatial information. They are a lot more discriminant than sole

pixel values and are fast to compute. They will be beneficial for day time flight.

The EOH are color invariant and host spatial information. They can be good

for tracking targets in low light where the colors can be hard to distinguish. If

tracking at night using an IR camera the EOH features will be invaluable due

to its robustness to illumination changes.

Some more reasons for choosing the above setup will be presented at each

dedicated section.

5.2 The Particle Filter

The general theory behind the PF has already been described in Section 3.3.2.

To perform the two steps, prediction and correction, we need to define the

following; target state representation, a dynamic model describing how states

transition between each other and an observation model measuring the likeli-

hood of the new measurement given we are in a particular state.

5.2.1 Target State

The tracked target is defined by a rectangle selected by the user before the

tracking is initialized. Each possible outcome of the PF, referred to as a particle,

is initialized with the following state vector:

Xt = (x, y, s) (35)
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where (x, y) describe the center position of the target rectangle and (s) the

scale of the target rectangle. The width and the height of the rectangle are kept

fixed and are set to the same size as the template drawn by the user.

5.2.2 Dynamic Model (Transition Model)

In the aforementioned prediction step the particles in the state space are prop-

agated by a dynamic model. To predict the particles’ new positions we chose

to use a first order auto-regressive (AR) model to describe our dynamics. The

new state xt is based on the old state xt−1, propagated by a velocity described

by white Gaussian noise. In other words we define

xt = xt−1 +G(0, σ2
x) (36)

yt = yt−1 +G(0, σ2
y) (37)

st = st−1 +G(0, σ2
s) (38)

where G(∗) is the zero mean white Gaussian noise distribution with variance

σi i ∈ {x, y, s}.
We initialize all particles the same based on the rectangular template drawn

by the user. The particles’ weights are equally set to ωn = 1/N , where n ∈
{1, 2, 3...N} and N is the total number of particles.

Once the particles have been initialized and propagated using the dynamic

model to predict the new states, the correction step calculates the posterior

distribution of the current state given the newly arrived measurement (new

frame). The posterior pdf, given in Equation (21), is approximated by the N

particles and their corresponding weights ωn. The particles are drawn from

an importance distribution. We implement the bootstrap filter, as described

in Section 3.3.2, where the state transition density is used as the importance

distribution qt.

Hence, the importance of a particle, represented by its weight, is equal to

the observation likelihood measure derived from the observation model.

5.2.3 Observation Model

To calculate the weight of each particle we need to estimate the likelihood of

the new observation given the propagated particles. Many different observation

models have been suggested for object trackers. Some model the target based

on gradient features others use histograms. A couple of examples have already

been described in Section 3.1. For our model we have, inspired by [30], chosen
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to rely on two different features, namely the HR features and EOH features.

Below it will be evident why we have chosen such a combination as we describe

in more detail each feature and argue the use of it.

The Haar-like Rectangles

As mentioned before, color histograms are very popular features to use in

the observation model. They have been proven to be fairly robust and com-

putationally inexpensive features that work well in many scenarios. Together

with a PF they have been shown to give satisfactory results in real-time [53].

However, all these advantages aside, the color histograms have one aforemen-

tioned drawback. It lacks spatial information. To address it we have chosen to

implement the color HR.

HR features was first introduced by [48] in their face detection algorithm

and are widely adopted today in many classifier algorithms since they are more

discriminant than sole pixel values.

For each rectangular feature, [48] summed up the intensity values for every

pixel within the rectangle. But instead of summing all the intensity values

in the normal fashion using nested for-loops, they introduced a rapid way of

calculating the rectangular sum of intensities which they called integral image.

An integral image I is an image which contains at any given coordinate

(x, y) the sum of all pixels to the left and above the coordinates (x, y), including

coordinate (x, y) itself, of an image F . The benefit of calculating an integral

image is that now any rectangular sum can be computed in constant time no

matter how large or small it is. To compute the sum of any rectangle only

four table look-ups are needed. This significantly reduces the computational

complexity and makes it possible to utilize rectangular features in real time

applications.

To compute an integral image I of an image F each pixel location in I needs

to be calculated by the following formula:

I(x, y) = F (x, y) + I(x− 1, y) + I(x, y − 1)− I(x− 1, y − 1) (39)

where the I(x,−1) = I(−1, y) = 0.

Once the integral image has been calculated any rectangular with upper

left corner (x1, y1) and lower right corner (x2, y2), independent of size, can be

computed in constant time with the following formula:

x2∑
x=x1

y2∑
y=y1

F (x, y) = I(x2, y2)−I(x2, y1−1)−I(x1−1, y2)+I(x1−1, y1−1) (40)
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The above equation is equivalent to calculating the sum of region D in image F

by calculating (A+B +C +D)− (A+B)− (A+C) +A of the integral image

I. See Figure 4.

Figure 4: Left: The ordinary image F. Middle: The integral image of image F.
Right: The 4 regions that need to be looked up to calculate the sum for region
D in image F.

Thus, we create an integral image of the whole frame such that we can

calculate the sum of any rectangular region within the frame in constant time.

We use the integral image to calculate the mean values of the red, green and

blue color channels for the chosen region.

(redi, greeni, bluei) =
∑

x,y∈Ri

(red(x, y), green(x, y), blue(x, y))

Pi
(41)

where Pi is the the number of pixels in the rectangle Ri. These mean features

have been used by [30]. Furthermore, we use the RGB color space based on the

findings by [20].

We want to compare the template color information to that of the color

information extracted from each particle. Each particle has an rectangular

estimate Ri given by its state vector xt. To measure the difference we use the

Euclidean distance where ĉ = ( ˆred, ˆgreen, ˆblue) is the template color information

and c(xt) is the color information for a particle with state vector xt. The

Euclidean distance error ε is given by:

εHR(ĉ, c(xt)) =

√√√√ V∑
v=1

(( ˆred− red(xt,v))
2 + ( ˆgreen− green(xt,v))

2 + ( ˆblue− blue(xt,v))
2)

(42)

where v is one of the following HR features presented in Figure 5. The mean

colors for the three right most features are obtained by subtracting the black

areas from the white ones. The order in which the HR features are applied is

discussed a bit further down, under Section Observation Likelihood.
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Figure 5: The four Haar-like features extracting the mean RGB-color.

Next let us discuss our second choice of feature.

Edge Orientation Histograms

To make the observation model even more robust we combine the color HR with

the EOH features. The EOH has been shown by [30] to address the color fea-

tures’ shortcomings while it can be efficiently computed using the fast integral

image technique. It will, to some extent, address the lack of spatial informa-

tion. It will improve the discriminant power of objects with similar color as the

background. It will also increase the observation model’s robustness towards

abrupt changes in illumination intensities.

To calculate the EOH one starts by detecting the edges in an image. We

start by converting the image to grayscale. The edges can then be computed by

using a derivative operator. We use the widely adopted horizontal and vertical

Sobel operator presented in Equation (45). In other words we calculate the

convolution of Kx and the image for horizontal direction, and Ky and the image

for vertical direction. We get the Sobel images accordingly:

Gx(x, y) = Kx ∗ F (x, y) (43)

Gy(x, y) = Ky ∗ F (x, y) (44)

where

Ky =

−1 0 1

−2 0 2

−1 0 1

 ,Kx =

−1 −2 −1

0 0 0

1 2 1

 (45)

The magnitudes of the edges are computed by:

S(x, y) =
√
G2
x(x, y) +G2

y(x, y) (46)

and the edges’ directions (orientation) are given by:

θ(x, y) = arctan

(
Gy(x, y)

Gx(x, y)

)
(47)
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Now we quantize the edge directions into binm=1...M . All available direction

fall between 0 to 2π. Therefore each bin will only consider directions that fall

within their specific range. Each bin has a range defined as

binrangem = [(m− 1) ∗ (
2π

M
),m ∗ (

2π

M
)− 1] (48)

The pixels (x, y) with an edge magnitude below a pre-tuned threshold T are

not quantized at all since we want to remove any influence that might have been

added by noise. In our experiment T is set to 10.

Figure 6: The procedure for calculating the EOH features with the help of
integral images to speed up the performance.

Also here we utilize the integral image technique and its rapid performance.

We do this by creating bin-matrices with the same size as the image frame,

one for each binm=1...M where the magnitude of a pixel (x, y) is stored in bin-

matrices m if its orientation falls within the range assigned to bin m. On the

M bin-images we create equally many integral-bin-images. See Figure 6 for an

illustration of the procedure. [30]

Once we have integral images of all bins we can efficiently calculate the

sum of the magnitude for each bin for any rectangular region Ri in the frame.

The magnitude for the mth bin can be computed for any rectangular region by

making four table look-ups on the mth integral image. The four table look-ups

are equivalent to calculating:

Em(Ri) =
∑

(x,y)∈Ri

Sm(x, y) (49)

Furthermore, we also normalize the bins for each target region Ri to cope

with changes in scale. The normalization is performed by dividing Em with the

number of pixels in region Ri.

To compare the EOH of the template and the estimates we measure the

difference using the Euclidean distance. We set ê = (Ê1, Ê2, ..., ÊM ) and e(xt) =
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(E1(xt), E2(xt), ..., EM (xt)).

εEOH(ê, e(xt)) =

√√√√ M∑
m=1

(Êm − Em(xt))2 (50)

where Êm is the sum of the magnitudes of orientation bin m for the template

and Em(xt) is the sum of the magnitudes of orientation bin m for the estimate

of a particle with state vector xt.

Observation Likelihood

Now that we can accurately describe the differences between the features of

the template and those of the target estimates we can derive the observation

likelihood. The observation likelihood can be defined based on the two distance

metrics Equations (42) and (50) as:

phaar(yt|xt) ∝ exp(−εHR(ĉ, c(xt))
2/φ2) (51)

peoh(yt|xt) ∝ exp(−εEOH(ê, e(xt))
2/λ2) (52)

where λ and φ are tunable parameters. We add the exponential function to

boost the estimates that yield lower error values compared to the ones with

higher error values.

We arrange the observation model such that the samples pass through a

cascade of stages where each stage evaluate a feature on the sample. The samples

that pass further down the cascade are subject to more rigorous evaluation. This

approach has been used by many researchers [30] [54] and speeds up the feature

matching by shifting more attention to the samples that are more similar to the

template.

A sample can only pass a stage if its likelihood score is above a tuned thresh-

old ustagei i ∈ {1, 2, 3}. If a sample is rejected at a stage it is not supplied to

the next stage, thus lowering the computational load. Once all particles have

been evaluated by the observation model we end up with three groups of sam-

ples; a group where the samples are passed through the first stage only, a group

where samples are passed through the first and the second stage and lastly, a

group where the samples are passed through all three stages. Figure 7 shows

the cascaded observation model.

The samples that passed all three stages should have a higher overall score

since they are more likely of being the target. We obtain the overall likelihood

score by multiplying a sample’s likelihood scores from the different stages. Since

some samples do not have scores for all stages due to being rejected, we substi-
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tute the missing likelihood score(s) of the missing stage(s) with the minimum

likelihood score(s) from the group(s) of the missing stage(s). The very same

procedure is used by [30].

Figure 7: The implemented cascade for the observation model. Shifts more
focus to samples that are more similar to the template.

The overall conditional probability becomes

For Group 1:

p(yt|xt) = phaar1(yt|xt) ∗MINGR2(phaar2,3,4(yt|xt)) ∗MINGR3(peoh(yt|xt))
(53)

For Group 2:

p(yt|xt) = phaar1(yt|xt) ∗ phaar2,3,4(yt|xt) ∗MINGR3(peoh(yt|xt)) (54)

For Group 3:

p(yt|xt) = phaar1(yt|xt) ∗ phaar2,3,4(yt|xt) ∗ peoh(yt|xt) (55)

5.2.4 Filter Resampling Stage

Now that we described the prediction step and the correction step of the PF

algorithm we perform a re-sampling step. The re-sampling step promotes the

best particles according to their weights, such that a new unweighed particle

set is obtained where the particles with highest weight are duplicated from the

previous set. This is done to avoid degeneracy issues. [55]

5.2.5 Dealing With Occlusion

Although the color HR features and the EOH features are somewhat robust

to partial occlusion, full occlusion or object loss still pose a difficult scenario

to recover from. If full occlusion were to happen the distance metric used to
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assess the likelihood of the tracked object being the ”real” target becomes miss-

informative. If the PF were to continue to rely on it, the re-sampling would

promote the particles wrongly. To overcome short occlusions we implement a

state defined as Track Loss. Track Loss occurs if the particle with the lowest

distance error is larger than a pre-defined threshold deemed to be too much

of a difference to be similar to the template. When Track Loss occurs the re-

sampling stage is ignored and the PF only relies on the prediction and correction

steps. This will allow the particles to propagate based on their last good known

location of the target. Once a particle receives a distance below the threshold,

the Track Loss state is dropped and the algorithm goes back to normal mode.

However, if the occlusion is too long the algorithm might fail to successfully

locate the target again. This would require a re-initialization procedure to kick

in. As of now no such procedure has been devised and the algorithm needs to

rely on the the user to re-initialize the target.

Now that we have all the theoretical parts described let us next discuss some

available software frameworks for image and video processing which we can use

to simplify our implementation.

6 Software Framework

There exist a couple open source frameworks focused on image and video pro-

cessing tasks. The benefits of using such a framework is that many of the basic

function for working with images and videos have already been implemented and

extensively tested by the Computer Vision community. A few of the frameworks

are OpenCV, SimpleCV, Torch3Vision, GPU-KLT, CImg Library, Magick++.

[51]

OpenCV is probably the most popular framework today, hosting a vast num-

ber of functions for both image and video processing. OpenCV started as an

unofficial development project within Intel Research. Now it is widely adopted

and highly merited companies (such as Google, Microsoft, Intel, Sony, IBM,

to name a few) and research centres (such as Stanford, MIT and Cambridge)

make use of it and support its future development and growth. Apart from

being widely adopted there exist excellent documentation of the framework in

the form of code demonstrations and books (like [4]). Moreover, the OpenCV li-

brary is implemented in C and C++ thus making use of the speed and efficiency

that comes with the C language and its refined libraries.

Furthermore, one of the main reasons for OpenCV’s popularity is its un-

restricted and friendly licensing. OpenCV is released under the BSD license

which means that it is open and free to use with no restrictions. The code

may be used as whole or partially for both research and commercial products.
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No requirements are imposed on the user or the application making use of the

library, except that the creators clause remains intact.

OpenCV is already used in many different areas that benefit from Computer

Vision aid, such as camera calibration, inspection systems, security and surveil-

lance, military applications and unmanned aerial, ground and marine vehicles.

Another framework that might be of interest is GPU-KLT. GPU-KLT im-

plement the immensely popular KLT tracker, explained in Section 3.3. What

sets this framework apart from other KLT implementations is that it utilizes

the computer’s graphic card to perform the calculations instead of the already

heavily burdened processor. The graphic card can perform calculation much

faster which results in a significant speed up. The utilization of the graphic

card is done by writing the KLT algorithm in OpenGL. An interesting proposal

would be to implement the methods suggested in Section 5 using the OpenGL

language. However, no research has been made on the OpenGL library.

In conclusion, with the above stated, we have chosen to use the OpenCV

framework. Nevertheless, an OpenGL implementation could be interesting to

examine more thoroughly in future work.

7 Evaluation Framework

In order to establish a reasonable estimate of the the performance of our imple-

mented proposal we need a framework such that we can evaluate our results.

Many papers suggest different methods of evaluation but there seems to be no

standardized sets to perform the evaluation with. This is mainly due to big

diversity of applications using image and video processing. Nevertheless, it is

fair to say that the quality of an application/method is determined on how

well it performs the task(s) it has been designed for. We aim to evaluate our

algorithm empirically, i.e by its results. Empirical discrepancy methods tries

to quantify the target estimate deviation from the true results. Such methods

can be subdivided into either low-level or high-level [2]. High-level methods try

to evaluate the video tracker in the true environment of the application while

low-level methods evaluate the tracker on its own, regardless of the application

domain. [2] lists a couple of high- and low-level empirical evaluation protocols;

VACE, CREDS, ETSIO etc. The curious reader who would like more informa-

tion on these protocols are referred to [2]. We will try to evaluate the algorithm

both with high-end and low-end methods and datasets.

But, before any methods for evaluating the algorithm can be suggested, we

need to look at the performance criteria of the algorithm. In Section 2.1 we

have listed requirements which the algorithm should comply with. Moreover,

under Section 1.4 there are further hints on how the intended system should
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function and perform. Below we briefly list the requirements that can directly

be related to the performance.

• Speed is a crucial property since the algorithm is intended to run on limited

hardware, requiring real time performance. Speed in this context refers to

a computationally fast algorithm that would yield real time performance at

frames rates from 20-30 frames per second (fps). Furthermore, the steering

parameters from the algorithm needs to be transmitted to the IFS at real

time in order for the UAV to change its flight path in reasonable time to

correct for any deviations the target object may do at ground level.

• Accuracy is also a key element of a tracker that should convey steering

parameter information to the IFS. The accuracy of the tracker can often

be linked to the robustness of the tracker. If it is able to withstand difficult

scenarios like; frames degraded with noise, low lightning conditions and

cluttered background, the tracker can easier track the object with greater

accuracy.

• Arbitrary object tracking also pose a difficult scenario since no offline

processing can be done. For applications that have a predefined domain a

classifier can be trained on training samples offline to further increase the

robustness of the detection procedure. However, since we implement an

non-domain specific tracker all calculations needs to be performed online.

Apart from the three performance criteria mentioned above, common sense

and human intuition is often used to assess the quality of a tracker. Nevertheless,

human visual evaluation and perception are rather subjective and thus to avoid

such influence a more objective evaluation framework should be chosen. This a

very difficult task. Usually most performance evaluations conduct a comparison

where different algorithms are compared on a database of images related to the

trackers application domain. In [2] a summary of many performance measure

have been listed. In order to perform a fair and reasonable comparison of

different trackers, they suggest that an evaluation protocol needs to be decided

on. Such a protocol is mainly defined by performance evaluation scores, datasets

and ground truth.

• Ground truth is the desired result and can act as the true result compared

to the estimate. Usually the ground truth data is generated manually and

is very time consuming.

• Performance evaluation scores refer to all the results that can be obtained

from the tracker, i.e computational resources needed, error rates, number
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of lost tracks etc. Anything that can be measured and deemed to be useful

in a comparison.

• Datasets should provide a set which can reasonable describe the real world

scenarios of the application i.e occlusion, rotation, illumination changes,

interference etc.

Much of the concerns raised in the requirement bullets Speed, Accuracy and

Arbitrary cover the three main areas of the evaluation protocol. The computa-

tional speed can be mapped to the performance evaluation scores, the accuracy

can be tested with a good dataset etc. Next let us describe ways of how one

can use such evaluation protocol.

7.1 Ground Truth

We have utilized the ground truth as one method of quality measure where we

have manually annotated the true results in our chosen video sequences. In our

setup we have defined the ground truth to be a bounding box around the target

of interest. One could also define it as being the time interval of the life span

of the target.

The ground truth is described by:

b̂f∈(1,2,...,F ) = (x, y, h, w) (56)

where b̂f is the ground truth for frame f with centre coordinate (x, y) and

and a width and height (w, h). F is the total number of frames in the video file.

Similarly the output of the tracker is also defined as a bounded box such

that it can be compared to the ground truth. The properties of the bounded

box, obtained by the tracker, is the weighted mean of all the particles described

by Equation 34.

bf∈(1,2,...,F ) = (x̄, ȳ, h ∗ s̄, w ∗ s̄) (57)

where (x̄, ȳ) are the mean values of the x- and y-coordinates of all particles,

s̄ is the mean value of the scale of all particles and (w,y) are the fixed width

and height.

For the manual annotation we have created a tool which allows us to manu-

ally draw the ground truth box for every frame in a video sequence. The ground

truth is compared to the tracker output using an evaluation score.
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7.2 Evaluation Scores

The Euclidean distance metric, described before, can be used to measure the

error distance between the target and the ground truth. It can determine the

deviation in location of the bounded boxes.

However, this measure only considers object location and does not take into

account the estimated size and rotation of the object. It makes no difference if

the compared targets are located at the same coordinate but near or far away

from the camera.

We decide to implement, as proposed by [56], the fraction of the intersection

to the union. Unlike the Euclidean distance, this method also takes the size

into consideration. See Figure 8. [56] set a threshold of 33%. Anything above

the threshold is considered a hit.

Figure 8: As an evaluation score we use the fraction of the intersection to the
union. If the overlap is more than 33% it is considered a hit.

7.3 Datasets

It is important to use a dataset that has enough variability such that most of

the everyday scenarios are represented by the set. This can be occlusions, inter-

ference, low lightning, etc. Furthermore, depending on the evaluation protocol

datasets can either be related to the application domain or be any general set.

There exist a couple of available datasets provided for evaluating trackers. The

sets are divided into different application domains such as surveillance, human

interaction etc. One such set is PETS [57], which hosts many different subsets,

containing everything from cars and vehicles to sport footage.

Even so, through-out the development of the algorithm we chose to use a

less known dataset called BoBot. BoBot is a general dataset and is not linked

to the domain of this application (low-end dataset). It is available at [58] and

the creators also provide the ground truth estimates. Frankly, since it is time

consuming to manually annotate the ground truth in every frame of a video

sequence we have decided to use this dataset during the development. Further-

more, they also kindly provide an open source Java tool for the evaluation of

the ground-truths and tracker’s estimates.
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Since the above dataset does not relate to the domain of our application we

have also applied our tracker to some video clips from the PETS Dataset 2005

which show aerial footage of vehicles. But these are only evaluated visually and

the ground truth comparison has been left out due to shortage in time.

Now that the evaluation framework is established we can move on to the

experiment and testing of the tracking algorithm.

8 Experiments and Results

We conducted the experiments with the proposed algorithm on a Macbook Intel

Core2Duo 2.4 Ghz laptop. We used 2000 particles to describe the posterior

distribution given by Equation (19) along with the following parameters:

• Object loss threshold was set 5.

• Dynamic model noise σx and σy set to 18 and σs to 0.05.

• Edge Orientation Histogram bins set to 4.

• Dynamic model likelihood constants λ = φ = 10.

8.1 The BoBoT Video Dataset

The BoBoT video set, containing nine videos (A - I), is running at 25 fps at

a resolution of 320 by 240. Figure 9 and 10 shows the overlap scores between

the estimates and ground-truths for the different videos. Since the PF is non-

deterministic we have run the algorithm five times and we plot the mean score

of those runs.

Figure 9 presents the results for the video sequences A - D and Figure 10

shows the results for the remaining video sequences E - I. We have plotted

results for three different observation models.

By quickly skimming through the graphs it is not hard to draw the general

conclusion that all three observation models; color mean HR, color mean HR and

EOH features, and the cascaded color mean HR and EOH features are struggling

to accurately track the targets. From now on we will refer to them as Color,

Color+EOH and Cascade Color+EOH. The changes in scale and appearance

impose a serious challenge to all models. Figure 11 shows the first frame of each

video in the BoBoT video dataset.

Below we briefly describe each sequence and comment on its result.
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Figure 9: Results using the implemented algorithm with three different obser-
vation models to track a target in video sequences A-D. Plotted is the percentual
figure of overlap between the target estimate and the manually annotated ground
truth. A percentage above 33 % is considered a hit. The figure shows the mean
value of five separate runs.
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Figure 10: Results using the implemented algorithm with three different obser-
vation models to track a target in video sequences E-I. Plotted is the percentual
figure of overlap between the target estimate and the manually annotated ground
truth. A percentage above 33 % is considered a hit. The figure shows the mean
value of five separate runs.
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Figure 11: First frame of each video in the BoBoT video dataset.

Sequence A

Shows a short sequence of a ball being kicked back and forth. Target location

is varying rapidly and as is the appearance. Just before frame 100 the target

is briefly lost as indicated by the distinct drop in overlap score. In general all

models seems to have a hard time keeping track of the appearance of the ball

while it is rolling.

Sequence B

Shows a short sequence of a cup being moved along a heavily cluttered back-

ground. Both the Color model and Color+EOH loses track of the object rather

quickly due to the heavily cluttered background with similar color as the object.

The Cascade Color+EOH method is a bit more robust and manages to track

it a little longer but soon also loses track of it. At the end both the Color and

Color+EOH models locates the target but the score remains low since the size

estimate is still much smaller than the object. The Cascade Color+EOH model

seems to have more problem relocating the target and does not find it until the

very last frames of the sequence.

Sequence C

Shows a short video clip of a juice box where the camera is changing fast in both

depth and position. Here we have varying results in the beginning but all tracker

manage to follow the target through the rapid changes in position. Around frame

200 the depth is changed and the juice box reduces in size dramatically. This is

also reflected in the graph where all three models have difficulties adjusting to

the scale change. The Cascade Color+EOH observation model barely manages

to keep the hit rate ratio.
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Sequence D

A short video of a person who is walking and turning around multiple times.

Here both the Cascade Color+EOH and the Color+EOH models are able to

keep track of the object through out the whole sequence. All the turning con-

fuses the tracker and gives it a hard time to estimate the size of the target

correctly. Clearly the Cascade Color+EOH model is superior to the other two

models.

Sequence E

This video introduces partial occlusion of a person hiding behind a pillar. At

around frame 200 the person gets partially occluded hence the dip in the overlap

score. Strangely enough the cascade is not able to recover as good as the Color

and Color+EOH methods.

Sequence F

A short video of a person where full occlusion happens a couple times when he

passes behind a concrete pillar. For this video sequence we have many distinct

dips in the overlap score which correspond to the several full occlusions of the

object, resulting in Track Loss. All three models show similar performance, the

Cascade Color+EOH being the slightly better one.

Sequence G

A short video where the appearance of a Rubik’s cube is changed by circulating

the camera around the cube. Both the Color and Color+EOH loses track of the

object once the appearance changes to much around frame 250. The Cascade

Color+EOH handles the alterations quite well but still struggles to estimate

the size of the target correctly.

Sequence H

A short video to simulate changes in illumination. A teddy bear is filmed while

the cast of light on it changes. Both Color and Color+EOH lose track of the

object instantly. The Cascade Color+EOH method handles the sequence rather

well.

Sequence I

A video of a person walking while being partly obstructed by other persons

crossing the line of sight between him and the camera. This video is full with

on-going obstructions. Surprisingly, both Color and Color+EOH manage to
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keep up with the cascaded method fairly well. A full occlusion occurs at the

end of the video and the Cascade Color+EOH method manages to recover from

it.

8.2 The PETS Video Dataset

We also applied the algorithm with the three different observation models to

five video sequences from the PETS library. These videos show vehicles shot

from an aeroplane in varying environments. We have no ground truth data

here to compare with as this test is only carried out visually. Shortage in time

prevented us from manually annotating the ground truth. Visual evaluation is a

subjective assessment and changes from person to person. However, after testing

these videos it can be established without any doubt that the tracker is not able

to accurately track the specified target in any of the five video sequences. The

Cascade Color+EOH observation model is the only model that, at times, can

follow the target. But as soon the car turns or the appearance changes, the

tracker loses the target and is in most cases unable to successfully re-locate it

at a later time. The first frame of each video is shown in Figure 12.

Figure 12: First frame of each video in the PETS video dataset.

8.3 General Reflections

The BoBoT Video Set: Overall the Cascade Color+EOH model seems to yield

the best result of the three observation models. Nevertheless, it has difficulties

re-estimating the size of the target once it re-locates the target after a Track

Loss.

The PETS Video Set: The tracker fails to track and maintain target lock

for any longer sequence of frames. The vehicles are small and often blend in

with the background unlike the videos presented in the BoBoT set where the tar-

gets are usually more discriminant and is better separated from the background.

With the results in hand we cannot help feeling a bit disappointed over the
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outcome. During the testing we found that tweaking some of the variables

helped to improve the tracker for the different videos. Altering the number of

particles, the Gaussian noise for the dynamic model of the PF, the track-loss

threshold and the λ constant used in converting the distance metric to a likeli-

hood distribution, all played a key role in tuning the performance of the tracker.

We tweaked the parameters to the best of our ability to reach as good general

performance as possible.

The speed of the algorithm looks promising. Using only the color observation

model the algorithm was able to reach real time performance of speeds of 60+

frames per second. Adding the EOH features decreased the frame rate by a

couple of frames, now steadily running at approximately 30+ fps. The Cascade

Color+EOH observation model runs at 40+ fps since we are able to ignore the

samples that are less likely of being the target and shift more attention to the

good ones. These are all acceptable rates and can, in our opinion, be considered

as real-time performance.

On the whole, the tracker is fast and performs at real time rates. The cas-

caded combination of the color and edge features perform the best. Nonetheless,

tracking any longer sequences where larger appearance and scale changes occur

is difficult and track loss can happen easily.

8.4 Improvements

Since we found that tweaking the parameters could greatly affect the outcome

of the tracker, a suggestion for future work would be to investigate if these could

be adapted efficiently during the tracking of targets. Adapting these parameters

have already been somewhat investigated by [59]. We found that the track loss

threshold alone had a great impact on the performance. When we adjusted the

threshold individually for every video in the BoBoT video set the tracker was

far more unlikely to lose track of the target when difficult scenarios occurred.

Other improvements was made when we individually tuned the gaussian noise

of dynamic model. The videos with rapid changes in target position and scale

benefited greatly by increasing the random noise in the dynamic model, such

that the particles could faster account for changes in position and size.

Since the main problem of the algorithm is keeping track of targets with

changes in both appearance and scale, often in cluttered environments, one has

to try to increase the robustness of the tracker while maintaining the low com-

putational complexity of the algorithm. Furthermore, one can only improve

the robustness from the initial target template so much. To add to the list of

improvements the tracker would greatly benefit if it could adapt to appearance

changes that happen over time. A suggestion for such a technique would be
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to implement a classification scheme. It has been widely adopted by many re-

searchers and proven to tackle the aforementioned shortcoming with satisfactory

results. It can also be altered and updated during the tracking such that the

tracker learns the changes of the target.

9 Extending The Work

From the results obtained above it is evident that the tracker has a hard time

accurately tracking the targets in the given videos. Below we present an ex-

tension of the work done so far. Here we investigate the proposal of adding a

classifier to the PF’s observation model to increase the robustness of the tracker.

Along with a new observation model we add a completely new set of Haar-like

features combined with several new EOH features.

To improve the performance of the current algorithm with the help of a

classifier there are many techniques well suited for the task. One such technique

is ”boosting”, proposed in computational theory literature by [60]. Boosting is

in fact a general method for improving the accuracy of any learning algorithm. It

is the idea of combining several weak classifiers in a cascaded fashion such as to

form a single strong classifier. Weak classifiers are iteratively added to a strong

classifier (strong learner) with respect to a given weight distribution based on

the training data set. Once a weak classifier has been added the distribution

is re-weighted to depict the classifiers accuracy in classifying the data correctly.

Training samples that were miss-classified receive a higher weight, while samples

that were correctly classified receive less. In the next iteration the samples of

higher weight are given more attention by the future weak classifiers. Thus,

more focus is given in correctly classifying the samples that the previous weak

classifier miss-classified.

9.1 Boosting

Since its introduction in [60] the boosting method as received much attention

and several new variants have been proposed over the recent years. One, which

is arguably the most popular, is the Discrete Adaboost algorithm. Discrete

Adaboost (DAB) introduced by [61] addresses some of the drawbacks of the

original boosting algorithm. Unlike the original version, DAB is adaptive and

can use as many weak classifiers has wanted.

Viola and Jones successfully used Adaboosting to boost their feature selec-

tion procedure. We intend to do the same in our approach in order to select

the best feature that will discriminate the target object from the background.

Table 1 briefly describes the Discrete Adaboost algorithm as implemented by
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Viola and Jones.

Table 1 - Discrete Adaboost Algorithm

Given a set of training data (example images) ((x1, y1), (x2, y2), ..., (xN , yN ))

where xi ∈ X is the image and yi ∈ {+1,−1} is the label of the corresponding

image.

1. Initialize a set of equal weights for all the samples in the training set.

wi = 1/N, i = 1, 2, ..., N.

2. Repeat for t = 1, 2, ..., T :

(a) Normalize the weights such that wi is a probability distribution.
∑N
i=1 wi =

1

(b) For each feature j, train a weak classifier hj restricted on a single

feature.

(c) Choose the classifier that yields the lowest error εt with respect to

the distribution. The error for each classifier can be calculated as

εj =
∑N
i=1 wi|hj(xi)− yi|

(d) Update the weights: wt+1 = wt

(
εt

1−εt

)1−ci
where ci = 0 if sample xi

is classified correctly and ci = 1 otherwise.

3. The final strong classifier is given by:

H(x) = sign(
∑T
t=1 αtht(x))

The Adaboost algorithm aims to minimize an exponential loss function

J(H) = E[e−yH(x)] (58)

where E[∗] represents the expectation and H(x) is the strong classifier de-

scribed by a linear combination of T weak classifiers. [62]

The Discrete Adaboost classification algorithm, as given above, trains T

classifiers and combines them in a linear fashion. Each classifier ht(xi) is a

simple threshold function trained on only one feature. They are usually referred

to as weak classifiers or decision stumps. They are weak in the sense that they

can only decide whether a value is below or above a given threshold. One

classifier of this sort would most probably not be enough to accurately describe

a whole dataset. However, [60] showed that if each weak classifier was able

to classify better than bare chance (for a binary decision task the error rate
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should be below 50 %) a combination of them would ultimately lead to a strong

classifier.

A simple weak classifier could look like

hj(x) =
1 if pjfj(x) < pjθj

−1 otherwise
(59)

where fj is a feature, θj is the learned threshold and pj is the parity.

The Discrete Adaboost algorithm returns a binary output (usually {1,−1}
but some use {1, 0}). Either the sample given to the classification system is

classified as foreground or background. However, in order for us to incorporate

the classifier into our PF we need to obtain a real-valued output such that we

can convert it to a likelihood function for the purpose of finding the particle

which produce the best estimate. Several such variants of Adaboost have been

presented that address this issue. Real-Adaboost, introduced as an generaliza-

tion of the Discrete Adaboost by [64], outputs a confidence score rather than

a binary output. The real-valued score describes how confident the classifier is

in classifying the data correctly. It uses class probability estimates to calculate

a real-valued confidence score of the ht. However, based on the findings of [63]

we implement a version of Real Adaboost called Gentle Adaboost which has

shown to achieve similar performance as other classification algorithms but re-

quiring less iterations. Let us briefly go over the steps of the Gentle Adaboost

algorithm.

Given a strong classifier F (x) =
∑T
t=1 ft(x) we would like to further im-

prove the strong classifier by adding more weak classifiers. We seek J(F + f) =

E[e−y(F (x)+f(x))]. Gentle Adaboost minimizes the cost function given by Equa-

tion (58) using adaptive Newton steps [63]. This corresponds to minimizing a

weighted squared error at each step.

The weighted squared error cost function is given by:

J =

N∑
i=1

wi(yi − fm(xi))
2 (60)

where wi = e−yi∗F (xi). In Table 2 we briefly discuss the steps of the algo-

rithm.
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Table 2 - Gentle Adaboost Algorithm

Given a set of training data (example images) ((x1, y1), (x2, y2), ..., (xN , yN ))

where xi ∈ X is the image and yi ∈ {+1,−1} is the label of the corresponding

image.

1. Initialize a set of equal weights for all the samples in the training set.

wi = 1/N, i = 1, 2, ..., N.

2. Repeat for t = 1, 2, ..., T :

(a) Normalize the weights such that wi is a probability distribution.
∑N
i=1 wi =

1

(b) For each feature j, train a weak classifier hj restricted on a single

feature.

(c) Choose the classifier that yields the lowest error εt with respect to

the distribution. The error for each classifier can be calculated as

εj =
∑N
i=1 wi(yi − ft(xi))2

(d) Update the confidence score: F (x) = F (x) + ft(x).

(e) Update the weights: wi = wie
−yift(xi).

3. The final strong classifier is given by:

F (x) =
∑T
t=1 ft(x)

Hence, inspired by the work of [56] and [53], we change our observation

model, which previously relied on distance metric between the target template

and the estimated object, to rely on a classification scheme to boost our object

detection. We choose the Gentle Adaboost approach based on the aforemen-

tioned finding by [63].

The sign of F (x) determines the predicted label (+/-) and the magnitude

|F (x)| is the confidence in this prediction. We exploit the confidence score and

convert it to likelihood such that we can weigh our particles in the PF.

9.2 Weak Classifiers

As weak classifier we use the following regression stumps:

ft(x) = αδ(x(k) > θ) + β (61)
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where (α, β) are regression parameters, θ is a threshold, δ is a logical function

yielding 1 if fulfilled and 0 otherwise, x(k) is the k-th feature of the K features.

These regression stumps have been successfully used by [62].

We need to find the α, β, x(k) and θ such that the error cost function (60)

is minimized. Taking the partial derivative of Equation (60) with respect to α

and β we obtain the following [62]:

β =

∑
j wjyjδ(x

(k)
j ≤ θ)∑

j wjδ(x
(k)
j ≤ θ)

(62)

α =

∑
j wjyjδ(x

(k)
j > θ)∑

j wjδ(x
(k)
j > θ)

− β (63)

For each step in the Gentle Adaboost agorithm we obtain several α and β

based on all available thresholds θ(k) = x(k). We calculate [62]:

β
(k)
i =

∑
j wjyjδ(x

(k)
j ≤ x(k)i )∑

j wjδ(x
(k)
j ≤ x(k)i )

(64)

α
(k)
i =

∑
j wjyjδ(x

(k)
j > x

(k)
i )∑

j wjδ(x
(k)
j > x

(k)
i )

− β(k)
i (65)

Now we plug in the different values of α
(k)
i and β

(k)
i in Equation (60) such

as to find the threshold θ(k) = x
(k)
i that minimizes the cost function. Mathe-

matically we do:

i∗ = arg max
i=1,2,...,N

{ε(k)i } (66)

Finally we determine feature k∗ which ultimately minimizes the cost function

(60).

k∗ = arg max
k=1,2,...,K

{ε(k)i∗ } (67)

k∗ is now used as feature for which we train the next weak classifier that we

will append to the strong classifier.

Moreover, to improve the speed of the selection of the weak classifiers, we

pre-sort the the weights wj and utilize the cumulative sum to reduce the com-

putational time for training a weak classifier.

9.3 Online Versus Offline

The algorithms described above are widely used in the machine learning com-

munity. One popular area for using Adaboost classification is in face detectors.
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The detector uses classifiers to determine if an example is a face or not face.

These classifiers are trained offline with a couple of thousands positive images

(a face) and a couple thousand negative images (not a face). The more training

examples you give the more accurate the classifier tends to get. But this does

not come without a price. The robustness might increase with more training ex-

amples but so does also the computational cost. Fortunately, the face classifiers

are often trained offline and therefore this is not a problem. It is the training

procedure that is the time consuming part. Once the training is done it is just

a matter of simple comparisons to a threshold.

In our case it does impose a problem since we do not know what we are

tracking beforehand. This means that we have no option of training our classifier

offline. Moreover, the object being tracked might also change into a pose the

classifier is not initially trained for. Since the telemetric video feed is captured

by an UAV appearance changes will inevitably happen.

Therefore, as an effort to make our current implementation more robust to

changes in appearance and clutter, we implement Gentle Adaboost in an online

fashion that will adapt to changes over time.

Online Boosting

Inspired by [56] we utilize their scheme for online training. To maintain real-

time performance, avoiding the burden it takes to train many classifiers, we

restrict our linear combination of classifiers to be small T = {32, 52, 72}. We

limit our pool of features to 141 to speed up the learning process. From this

pool Gentle Adaboost iteratively picks the T best features as weak classifiers,

to form a strong classifier. Once a feature has been selected it will be flagged

as used such to prevent it from being selected by following classifiers.

Training data

Our training dataset has to be extracted from the video sequence. Since we

track arbitrary objects the training set can not be collected before the user has

selected what to track. Once the user selects the object of interest the template

is given to the classifier as a positive training sample. We add another 19 posi-

tive samples based on the template where the position has been shifted slightly

either in x-direction, y-direction or both. The maximum shift is ±5 pixels from

the original template position.

The negative samples are extracted from the background surrounding the

positive template. The background is divided into four areas from which the

new samples are randomly drawn. We chose to extract 100 negative samples
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from the background since this covers most of the background for the videos in

the BoBoT video dataset. However, if the resolution of the videos were higher,

one might have to consider increasing the negative samples to cover more of

the background. Figure 13 shows the extraction of the training dataset for the

classifier. Most of the background is covered by the negative extracted samples.

Figure 13: Once the target template has been chosen 20 positive and 100
negative samples are extracted for the classifier training dataset.

Based on the above we are now able to train the classifier from the initial

scenery. To further improve the robustness of the classifier we need to adapt

our observation model over time.

Adaptive update of the observation model

At each iteration of the PF we update the training set such that we can update

the classifier. The new estimated target from the current frame is added to the

training dataset as one new positive sample, replacing the positive sample which

the classifier is most confident about in the previous iteration. We replace the

most confident sample so that the classifier can adapt to new changes faster.

However, to avoid model drift we always keep the original template and let the

classifier initialize it with a weight three times that of the others.

The negative samples are also updated where the two oldest samples are

replaced by two new random samples of the current background.

As soon as the training set has been updated we utilize it to update the

classifier. Re-training all T classifiers is too computationally expensive. Hence,

the constraint of real time performance can not be met. Instead, we rely on

updating a portion of the classifiers using a technique called ensemble update

[67]. We apply the new training set to the current strong classifier and determine
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the classification errors. The T − L weak classifiers with the lowest errors are

kept and a simple update of their regression parameters α and β is carried

out. We do not re-train these weak classifiers, just adapt their confidences.

The remaining L weak classifiers are dropped in favour of completely new weak

classifiers. The new weak classifiers are fully trained in the same manner as we

initially did on the new dataset using the whole pool of features to select from.

We update L = 2 new weak classifiers completely.

Furthermore, to speed up the re-training of the L new weak classifiers we

create a feature matrix. Instead of storing all the images in the training set, we

apply our feature pool to all samples thus creating a matrix of feature values.

This will relieve us from having to recalculate the feature values at each update

sequence of every iteration. This can be done efficiently since our pool is small

and because most features are inherited from iteration to iteration.

Occlusion Handling

We handle occlusion in the same manner as before by checking if the score

of the observation model is below a pre-defined threshold. The score of the ob-

servation model is now the confidence score obtained from the strong classifier.

If the score is below a threshold we enter the Track Loss mode. We also flag

Track Loss if one third of the particles have positioned themselves within four

pixels from the border of the frame. If Track Loss mode is flagged we stop

adapting the classifier and the re-sampling of the particles.

9.4 The New Feature Set

Previously our features were few, three single HR extracting the mean color

of the RGB channels, and the Edge Orientation Histograms. For the classifier

implementation we define a completely new feature set which is considerably

larger. Our new pool of features consists of HR of different sizes, positions and

color. Figure 14 shows the Haar-like features we use in our pool of features.

Figure 14: The different Haar-like features used in our feature pool. They vary
in size and position, and use either red, green or the blue color channel.

Furthermore, to add more discriminate power we reuse the Edge Orientation
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Histograms. In the same manner as before we calculate M integral-bin-images

over the whole frame. Then we can look up the sum of magnitudes of a region

Ri for any bin m in constant time. However, based on the work of [65], we define

three variants of the EOH. Firstly, we add local orientation features which is

the ratio between two different orientations, defined accordingly:

Localm1,m2
(xt) =

Em1
(xt) + ε

Em2(xt) + ε
(68)

where xt is the state of a particle describing a region and Em(xt), given by

Equation (49), is the gradient magnitude of orientation bin m for a particle with

state vector xt.

Secondly, we add dominant orientation features as a complement to the local

orientation above. This is defined as the ratio between a specific orientation and

the sum of the remaining ones.

Dominantm(xt) =
Em(xt) + ε∑

k=1,...,K Ek(xt) + ε
(69)

where K is the number of histogram bins.

Lastly, we also add a symmetry feature which determines edge symmetries

between two different regions. Scale invariance is achieved by dividing the dif-

ference with the size of one of the two regions. The two different regions are

obtained by dividing the rectangular estimate from xt in two equal areas over

the x-axis.

Symmetry(R1xt , R2xt) =

∑
m∈M |Em(R1xt)− Em(R2xt)|

sizeof(R1xt
)

(70)

[66] showed that combining Haar-like features with these proposed EOH fea-

tures, the Adaboost classifier could increase its classification accuracy compared

to that achieved when only using the Haar-like features. Therefore we extend

the pool of Haar-like features by adding several EOH features where we vary

the type and bins used.

Since the target object can vary in size and position we need to make sure

the features are scaled properly when applied to the target. [56] solve this by

introducing an object coordinate system such that the features can be correctly

transformed onto the object regardless of the size and position. Figure 15 shows

the coordinate system of a target. We position the features in the weak clas-

sifiers (selected by the Gentle Adabbost procedure) in a block pattern where

the target window is divided into four blocks. Then each block is divided once

more into four new sub-blocks. Some features are also randomly positioned.

Unlike the Haar-like features which are positioned as described above, the three
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different EOH types are always applied on the whole target window.

Figure 15: The feature coordinate system. Used to make sure the features are
properly applied to the target, regardless of the target’s current size.

9.5 Implementation Issues

Sadly, we encountered an error when implementing the new approach. We were

able to successfully implement the classifier. However, we could not successfully

make the update procedure of the classifier to work such that the classifier could

adapt and learn appearance changes that gradually happen over time. We know

our error is in the update sequence where we adapt the regression parameters

α and β for the classifiers that are kept from one iteration to another.

Nevertheless, even though we are not able to re-learn the weak classifiers

over time, we are still able to successfully learn and classify objects from the

initial dataset. Below we present the results of our NON-adaptive classifier.

10 New Experiments and New Results

We ran the new system with basically the same parameters as before to be able

to make a fair comparison.

• Number of particles was set to 2000.

• Object loss threshold was set 5.
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• Dynamic model noise σx and σy set to 18 and σs to 0.05.

• Edge Orientation Histogram bins set to 4.

• Dynamic model likelihood constant λ = 20.

• Number of weak classifiers {32,52,72}.

• Number of features 141.

10.1 The BoBoT Video Dataset

In Figure 16 and Figure 17 we present the new results of the classifier approach

compared to the best result of the previous algorithm, the Cascade Color+EOH

observation model. We plot the results using 32 and 52 consecutive weak clas-

sifiers. Besides altering the number of consecutive weak classifiers, we also tried

two different observation models; one using both the color and edge features,

and another using only the color features.

Judging from the results we can notice that the classifier achieves a higher

overlap score in general than the old approach. Based on the differences obtained

by applying the two observation models to the classifier, one could argue that the

edge features do not add as much discriminant information as initially thought.

The performance of the classifier when used with the two different observation

models are very similar. A slight improvement can still be noticed in favour of

the observation model that combine the color and edge features.

If we now compare the use of 32 consecutive classifier versus the use 52

respectively, it seems as though the accuracy does not increase much with every

new weak classifier added to the strong classifier. There is, in general, a slight

gain in performance but this comes at cost of a higher computational load.

Using 52 weak classifiers gave a frame rate around 17-20 fps compared to the

18-21 fps achieved with 32 classifiers.

If we compare our results to the results of [56] who originally introduced

the BoBoT video dataset, they are able to achieve higher scores for the video

sequences. Since we are inspired by their work, our implementations are similar

but differ on some key areas. First of all, [56] use a feature set consistent of

several center surrounded Haar-like features. We have extended the set to not

only include the center surrounded feature but also other Haar-like features and

EOH features. Second of all, our dynamic model is defined differently using

different parameters. We have tuned the PF parameters (σx,σy,σs) to account

for fast target motion. Furthermore, the classifiers are different. [56] were able

to update the classifier over time where as we were not successfully able to

complete our update procedure. Their classifier uses a larger pool of features
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Figure 16: Results of the NON-adaptive classifier and the old Cascade
Color+EOH approach for video sequences A-D. Plotted is the procentual fig-
ure of overlap between the target estimate and the manually annotated ground
truth. A percentage above 33 % is considered a hit. The figure shows the mean
value of five separate runs.

to choose from, approximately five times larger than ours. They also enforce a

spatial layout on the selected features such that 1/4 of the selected classifiers

covers a quadrant each of the target window.

The results [56] obtained are much smoother than ours and do not fluctuate

as frequently. The fluctuation is mainly due to the tracker not being able to

estimate the size of the target correctly. We decreased the noise parameters for

the dynamic model and found that the results became more precise. However,

this also led to the tracker not being able to follow fast changes in position

and size. Since we think it is more important that the tracker handles rapid

changes we kept the parameters rather high at cost of some accuracy. We did,

nonetheless, try to damp the fluctuations by letting the size of the target window

be determined by the mean of the passed four estimated window sizes. This did

not give any major improvements.

Feature Evaluation

To determine the discriminant power of our pool of features we present in Figure

18 and 19 the feature selection of five runs for the 32 consecutive classifier using
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Figure 17: Results of the NON-adaptive classifier and the old Cascade
Color+EOH approach for video sequences E-I. Plotted is the procentual fig-
ure of overlap between the target estimate and the manually annotated ground
truth. A percentage above 33 % is considered a hit. The figure shows the mean
value of five separate runs.
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Figure 18: The feature selection percentage over five separate runs for videos
A. - D. using 32 weak classifiers with color and edge features. Features 0-122
are the color features (marked with blue) while feature 123 and upwards are the
edge features (marked with red).

both color and edge features. We can see that the classifiers tend to favour the

first 30 color features along with the edge features. The first 30 color features

are various sizes of the features shown in in Figure 14 excluding the right most

one, the center surrounded features. The edge features are various dominant,

local and symmetry edge features, described earlier in Section 9.4.

The features 30 - 123, that are not so often selected, are all center surrounded

color features which are sized and positioned in accordance to a block division

scheme. First the target window is divided into four equal blocks for which a

center surrounded feature is applied to each. These features are apart of the

first 30 features. The next set of features is obtained by dividing each of the

previous blocks into four new equal blocks. These features make up the features

30 - 123.

Figure 20 confirms that the centre surrounded features are less likely of being

selected but it also shows us that all features are used at some point.

10.2 The PETS Video Dataset

Applying the strong classifier with the combined color and edge features to the

more domain realistic PETS dataset, we notice an increase in tracking robust-
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Figure 19: The feature selection percentage over five separate runs for videos
E. - I. using 32 weak classifiers with color and edge features. Features 0-122 are
the color features (marked with blue) while feature 123 and upwards are the
edge features (marked with red).
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Figure 20: The probability of a feature being selected over all videos.

ness. The tracker can now, at a higher accuracy track the target. However, the

rotational appearance changes are still very challenging and causes the tracker

to lose track of the target. See Figure 21. Small objects were also found to

be hard to follow. We applied the tracker to the video set but now with a

larger frame size and found that the smaller objects were more easily tracked

since more information could be extracted from the targets. This did however,

lower the real time performance. The extra computational load is added from

calculating the integral images for the EOH and HR-features.

Figure 21: If a too large appearance change occur the classifier approach has
difficulties keeping track of the target.

11 Conclusion

In summary, we have implemented a Particle Filter with various observation

models. To begin with, we implemented observation models using color features,

edge features and the combination of the two. Of the three different observation

models we found that the Cascade Color+EOH gave the best results. However,

the results were, in our opinion, not satisfactory and did not complete the

task for which it was intended for. To address the issue we decided to try to

increase the robustness by introducing a classification scheme. By combining

the Particle Filter with the Gentle Adaboost classification scheme we were able

to improve the robustness of the tracker. The tracking is now more accurate and
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is not subject to track loss as frequently as before. Nevertheless, the tracking

experience is still far from perfect and we have found that there are many

dependencies that affect the performance of the tracking results.

We found that the performance of the tracker varied with the kind of video

sequence. It was difficult to find good values for the different parameters (num-

ber of particles, track loss threshold, features, number of weak classifiers etc.)

that would give an overall good performance for all videos. When tuning the

parameters for a video individually, we were able to get quite good results as

long as the appearance changes were not too extreme.

Adding more weak classifier in the cascade improved the robustness at the

expense of little higher computational load resulting in lower frame rates.

We also investigated what features that were most likely to be selected by the

Gentle Adaboost procedure. We found that the small center surrounded Haar-

like features were not as discriminant as the other features. This has led us to

believe that their discriminant power is diminished because of their smaller size

compared to the other features in the set. This, however, needs to be verified

by more extensive research.

If we look to the requirements listed in Section 2.1, we are able to fulfil

most of them. The requirements for the graphical user interface have all been

fulfilled. Although the tracker complies with the bullets listed, there is still

room to create a more visual appealing and user-friendly experience.

When it comes to the properties of the tracker we comply with almost all.

The first requirement which states the successful extraction of object location

through various challenging scenarios is upheld to a certain extent. Our tracker

is able to tackle most of the difficulties suggested, like illumination changes,

noise, occlusion, rapid displacement, clutter etc., if the parameters are tuned

optimally. Even so, the tracker does not successfully handle larger appearances

changes due to our failure to implement the update procedure. We also fail to

export the tracking data for the IFS due to lack of time.

The hardware requirement is in many ways also fulfilled. The algorithm is

tested on an average laptop computer and shown to run with little memory in

real time. Speed has been a key matter in the on-going development since we

assume the hardware hosted in an UAV pose constraints. Though, this needs

to be researched more thoroughly in the future.

If the algorithm is applied to a video set of larger frame size the only thing

that would increase the computational cost is the calculation of the integral

frames for both the HR features and EOH features. The slowest part is the EOH

calculations. If the size of the frame increases then the EOH procedure needs to

be optimised to maintain real time performance. Suggestions for improvements

can be found in next section.
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In conclusion, we think the algorithm could be improved if the adaptive up-

dates can be successfully incorporated. Nonetheless, if the learning procedure

can not be successfully implemented this approach might be less suitable for

UAV tracking since the target appearance constantly changes because of rota-

tion. Also, from our test results we found evidence that when the tracker was

tracking larger objects it was far less likely to lose track of the target and confuse

it with similar objects. Smaller objects were more difficult to separate which

could pose a problem for UAV tracking since many objects can be very small.

However, using a video of larger frame size, more pixels, hosts more information

in the small objects and could be tracked with higher accuracy. But introducing

a larger frame size decreases the real time performance.

12 Future Work

For future work we would like to look into the following:

• Address the issue we have in our update sequence for the weak classifiers.

[56] showed promising results when adapting the weak classifiers over time.

Since rotational appearance changes is the biggest challenge for the tracker

this would help to further increase the robustness.

• [56] introduced a forced spatial layout of the weak classifiers that we think

could help to find features that can more thoroughly describe the target.

This would be an easy thing to implement and could yield more favourable

results.

• Another interesting field to investigate is the effect of the tunable param-

eters of both the PF and the Gentle Adaboost classifier. The results can

be very different depending how the parameters have been set. We are

thinking of parameters such as number of particles, object loss threshold,

number of edge bins, dynamic model noise etc. As of now these are fixed

but we would like to investigate if these also could be adapted over time

to increase the performance.

• We think the above implementation might be better suited for tracking

targets that are not so small. Since the target from airborne vehicles are

generally small we would like to, based on our earlier research in our pre-

study, investigate another method for target location that might be better

suited for the task. Background Subtraction generates a binary foreground

image that is used to together with feature comparison techniques to locate

the objects of interest. It can detect very small moving objects.
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• There is room for improvements when calculating the EOH features. It is

the most computational expensive part of the algorithm. To speed up the

calculation one could omit using arctan to calculate the orientation which

is expensive to run. Instead, if the bins are limited to 4 one could look at

the sign of both the x- and y-coordinate to determine which bin the pixel

belongs to. Furthermore, edge magnitude values which are close to the

threshold T will alter between being relied on or discarded. To avoid such

a sharp cut-off some smoothing could possibly be applied. A suggestion

would be to withdraw a small value from all magnitudes and everything

that becomes less than zero is discarded.

• For future testing we would like to acquire a more domain related dataset

like the videos we had in the PETS database. To better determine the

performance of the tracker we would annotate the ground truth in these

video files.
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